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Vanderbilt University: Ole "Hap" Chandler
came to Nashville Monday. His young son Dan, apparently trying to make a colorful buck by promoting the work of a young Kentucky artist by the
name of Joseph Petro, opened a show of Petro's
works at one of the largest department stores here.
The Nashville Tennessean said that Happy came
along to help Dan with the .73xhibit.
In case you didn't know it, Happy has come out
in support of Republican Louie Nunn against the
democratic nominee Henry Ward. Not that Happy's
bolting the Democratic party is anything new in
Kentucky politics, but the fact that "old blubbermouth" is making it public this time is Happy's last
chance to see in print that he was a "twotime governor, one-time Senator, one-time high
commissioner of baseball and a last-time candidate
for public office in Kentucky."
It figures! Most anybody at the nadir of their
career would grasp at any straw to be reminded in
print that "he was the politician that was."
After Henry Ward clobbers Louie Nunn on
election day in November Happy Chandler, the selfstyled "Happy Warrior," will be relegated to the
annals of ancient Kentucky history.
With this event in November, Chandler's name
will probably never appear in the newspapers again
except when there will be slow walking and soft
music. Regrettably for Happy, he will never know
that the reference was made to his long and rather
questionable career as a man on the political scene.
As he has been doing without much success for
the past quarter of a century, Happy took out after
Henry Ward. Said Happy:"Ward is not qualified to
be governor, either by education or experience. I
don't believe he (Henry Ward) ever saw the inside
of a college."
Happy shouldn't ought to have said that about
Henry Ward. It shows ole Hap is really gone off his
rocker. Ennybodi what sez you need a colluge edukashun to be guvner, just ain't in this world. And
you take it from lil ole Jo, I know what I'm saying.
If I take any more courses in political science at this
here now college, I'll be surprised if I know how to
vote, much less tell peepul why they ought to vote
for a candidate.
If you haven't made up your mind to vote for
Henry Ward before now, you just better do so if for
no other reason than because he hasn't been to college, if what Happy says is true. But whoever heard
of Happy Chandler telling the truth?
Now about a college education making a fellow
eligible to be governor "is a hypothesis that maximizes the elements of demographic refutation since
the matter by which the facts have been presented
disagree with the actions that have been taken by
the few. On the other hand, the disposition may be
dismissed as meaningless since voters do not always
adopt consistently with sets of views on interrelated
matters."
Now what in the thunder does that mean? Brother, you can't prove it by me. I've only been in politics and newspapering some 35 years, so how would
I know? But that's what that PhD in one of my
classes says, so it must be something to it.
Now I can't tell whether that kind of scientific
talk is contagious, immoral, subversive, or sexoriented, but it came from the college professor and
I put it down in my little note-book in case the
question is asked in a mid-term exam.
Durned if I know what kind of a question deserves that kind of an answer, but I'm going to
carry a gun to class in case it doesn't have anything
to do with politics, at least I can have a fighting
chance for defending myself.
This really happened in class the other day.
A very learned professor, a PhD in political
science highly emminent in his field, a real scholar, was lecturing to about 40 students.
Well, it's early in the morning and I'm usually
pretty sharp at that time. The Prof, he goes on talking in parables like the sentence I quoted above until I just couldn't sit still another minute.
So I says: "Dr.
(he ain't no medicine
doctor, he's a egg-head doctor) is it possible for a
precinct-worker, or a county chairman, or even a
lawyer to understand the analysis of vote-getting
in the manner that you're explaining it?"
Professors don't particularly like to have such
questions asked them, but this one answered right
honestly.
Said he:"We don't really want them to understand. That way when we make mistakes that louse
up (hones' to goodness he said it) a campaign, not
even the campaign directors know what predictions
we have made."
(Continued on page Eight)
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Gifts For Vietnam Servicemen Being Readied
Assembly Office Is At Chamber Of Commerce;
Mailing Deadline Is Saturday, November 11
The "March on the Pentagon" of last week and
other much-publicized demonstrations notwithstanding,
the fact remains that many local men are participating
in the Vietnam conflict, and there will likely be no end
to it by Christmas.
It is for this reason that another of the Twin Cities'
public drives begins this week to again remember all of
these far-away servicemen with a very personalized gift
box from their home-towns. . . a little token of remembrance to say "we miss you while you are away, and we
want to help keep up your good spirits until the time
that you are back home again."

Laura, Danny and Matt Dixon will undoubtably be helping their parents, Evelyn and Charles Dixon
and
a group of tireless workers again assemble Christmas boxes for our servicemen in Vietnam
as they did
(above) last year. The drive for funds and goods beg Is n.nd Morday.

Dana Puckett Wins Junior Miss
Titles At Jaycee Pageant Here

Post Office Says This
On Serviceman's Mail:

Miss Dana Puckett, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sonny Puckett of South Fulton, Tenn., won three titles
at the Junior Miss Pageant held Saturday night at Carr
Auditorium in Fulton.
She was named Miss Twin-County Junior Miss for
1968, Miss Obion County Junior Miss and Miss Scholarship, winning trophies and $300 in cash. She will represent Obion County in the Tennessee State Pageant to be
held in Chattanooga in January.
Miss Fonda Adams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams of
Hickman, was named Miss Fulton
County Junibt Mks and will participate in the Kentucky State
Pageant in Louisville.
Miss Gail Crowder, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Crowder of
Union City, Tenn., was named alternate in the Obion County contest, ar I Miss Rita Craven, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Craven
of Fulton. was first runner-up in
the Fulton County competition.
Miss Patsy Fry, daughter of Mrs.
Carl Fry of Union City, was named
Miss Congeniality.
Sixteen high school senior girls
competed for the titles. Contestants
were from Fulton High School,
South Fulton High School, Fulton
County High, and Union City High.
For her talent, Miss Puckett
played the organ and did a song
and dance number. She has studied
piano for seven years and has
training in the organ, voice and
dancing.

Air mail letters and Christmas
cards to those in the armed services overseas may be sent at the
same rate as air mail in the United
States, eight cents an ounce.
Air mail cards, and letters may
be sent to those in the Peace Corps
for the same ra1e as civilian mail.
These rates sr.? 15 cents a half.
ounce to Central America; 15 cents
a half-ounce to South America; 20
cents a half-ounce to Europe and
25 cents a half-ounce to the Far
East and Africa.
POSTAL DEADLINES for Christmas mail to Vietnam are: NOV. 11
for Armed Forces surface rate and
for packages weighing five pounds
or more; DEC. 1 for Armed Forces
overseas surface rate, smaller
packages, letters and Christmas
cards, and DEC. II for Armed
Ferces overseas air mail. Surface
space available mail, which is surface mail that might be flown to
Vietnam if space is available, may
be posted from Oct. 2 through Dec.
T Regular first class rates apply.

Christmas is a time of joy, a
time of religious reflection, for
gifts, laughing children and family
happiness. But for loved ones far
from home, Christmas is the loneliest time of the year.
A special office to accept contributions for gift boxes to servicemen in Vietnam, and to obtain their
names and addresses, will be
opened at the Fulton Chamber of
Commerce starting Monday, October 30 and all are urged to
help support this heartwarming
and worthwhile project.
A shipping deadline of November 11th is mandatory, se there will
be a scant 12 working days to complete the lists, purchase the materials for the gift boxes, and get
the packages on their way. Please
help, and as soon as you can, the
committee asks.
The planning committee for the
Gift-box program includes the following: Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. John Jackson,
Mrs. Cavita Olive, Mrs. Nell Newton, Mrs. Martha Mahan, Joe
Trees, Ray Williams, Elson McGuire and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dixon.
Any person wishing to make a
cash contribution for the purchase
of gifts may give or send it to any
of the above committee members.
Another feature of this year's
gift box will be a "surprise" personal gift with a real home-town
meaning. Last year's "surprise"—
an actual bit of paving pried out of
Lake Street—was so unusual that it
was even featured on the frontpage of the New York Times. For
the 1967 package, the Dixons have
gathered a supply of good-luck

Harvey Johnson Joins The Staff
Of The Whitnel Fueral Home Here
Win Whitnel, owner of the Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton, announces this week that Harvey M.
Johnson has joined his staff.
Johnson comes to Fulton from
Paducah, where he was associated
with the Harris Funeral Home for
the past 23 years as a licensed embalmer and funeral director. He
holds licenses both in Kentucky and
Illinois.
Johnson, 47, was born in Monette,
Arkansas. His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl H. Johnson, are natives
of Lowes, Ky. He attended public
schools in Cairo and Mounds City,
Illinois and then graduated from
the Gupton-Jones College of Mortuary Science. Following gradua-

Buckeyes from a tree growing on
Lake Street, drilled a small hole in
them and inserted a key chain so
that the recipient can carry it as a
useful item.
What American servicemen want
most for Christmas, says the Red
Cross, are things made by their
families at home, and to be remembered by the homefolks.
Such presents ,the servicemen
say, are more personal and meaningful than luxury gifts—many of
which they can buy cheaper at
military post exchanges.
A Red Cross survey found that
one of the most-wanted gifts from
home is—not surprisingly—mom's
homemade cookies. But the Red
Cross crutions that cookies, soft
candy, cake or other perishable
foods a-i not practical gifts for servicemea in far-off tropical areas
like South east Asia.
ITEMS suggested for contributions, (to be included in each box):
8-oz. cans of: all kinds of fruits
(fruit cocktail—peaches—etc) cans
of meats tvianna sausage—sardines
- oysters - etc, fruit cakes, etc in
cans or tin.
Pre-sweetened drink mixes—instant tea (with sugar & lemon) in
foil packages; Chewing gum,—
hard candy (in vacuum cans), nuts
in vacuum cans, potato stix and
similar foods in cans;
Stainless steel razor blades,—
lighter flints,—ball point pens,—
writing paper and self—sealing envelops, (airmail), small first aid
kits.—sewing kits,—large handkerchiefs,—small face towels,—heavy
work sox,—pencil flashlights (pens
with small attached light for letter
writing), foam inserts for boots
(large size as these can be cut
down to size for the man receiving
them), small soap.
Shaving cream, — shampoo,-foot
spray or powder,—deodorant,—insect repellents,—medicated cleansing cream, (As many of these as
possible should be in plastic containers), Medical or hand scrub
brushes,—tooth brushes and tooth
paste, combs, plastic cigaret cases,
--plastic bags (to keep personal
items dry), New paperback books,
cigarets, - Cigars, - etc.
Both cash and merchandise contributions will be accepted and appreciated. "We do not know how
many names will Ircryceived nor
hew much will-;
114• 070n, but we
will send each man a box and each
box will be as l#s
ae. possible
with the items
itted," the
committee states.

tion, for the next four years he was
employed by the Berbling Funeral
Home at Cairo, Ill.
A World War IT veteran, he joinDANA NULKE I
ed the staff of the Harris Funeral
Home in Paducah thereafter, and
while there conducted the funeral
services of the late Vice-President
Alben Barkley. He is presently secretary and treasurer of the West
Kentucky District Funeral directors
Association, and has served as
chairman for its annual meeting for
Fulton City's marching band, un- of excellent.
the past seven years.
der the direction of Mandel Brown,
Winner in the contest was Hughes
Active in community affairs, he
received the second highest rating High School
band of Hughes, Ark.
has served as President of the
Saturday in the Memphis State The prize
was a Superior plaque.
Paducah Jaycees, the Paducah
Marching Contest held at Haile
The local band competed in the
Tilghman High School PTA, ComField. Fulton received two excelmander of Chief Paduke post of the
lents and one superior from the Class A division with eight bands
American Legion, Chef de Gare of
three judges for an overall rating from a four-state area.
the 40 & 8, Noble Grand of ManBand members made the trip by
gran IOOF Lodge, county campaign
chartered bus. While in Memphis
chairman for Polio; has been a
they visited the Southland Mall, remember of the Boy Scout Council
The mobile X-ray unit will be in
turning home late Saturday night.
and established the first blood bank Fulton next week, as follows:
The Fulton High hand will prein Paducah.
Wednesday, November 1, at the
sent the half-time show at the final
In 1952 he was named by the Henry I. Siegel plant in Fulton
football game of the season on FriJaycees
as
one of the three out- from 2:00 p. m. until 4:30 p. in.
day, Nov. 3, when the Bulldogs
standing young men in Kentucky,
Thursday, November 2, at the
meet Metropolis. The majorettes,
Next Saturday night you'll get and in 1953 received the Paducah Fulton Health Department from
Gail Bushart, Julie Powell, Diane
that extra hour of sleep that you Jaycee Distinguished service 1000 a. m. until 12 Noon and from
A tragic head-on collision on a Harrison and Susan Bard
will do lost last Spring. At midnight Sat(Continued On Page Eight)
country road in Hickman County the fire baton routine
1:00 p. m. until 3:00 p. m.
Also includ- urday, the nation goes back on
last Thursday afternoon between a ed in the show
will be the 37-mem- "standard" time for the winter.
school bus and an automobile ber, sixth and seventh
grade band,
If you live in the Kentucky Purclaimed the life of a young Hick- making its first marching appearchase, or anywhere else in the naman County teen-ager and brought. ance.
tion, you'll need to turn those
injuries to four others.
clocks in the house back an hour
Phillip Joseph Claud, 16, a junbefore you turn in for the night,
ior at Hickman County high school,
and that's all there is to it.
The annual Lion's Club Minstrel
New faces in the cast this year
driver of the automobile, was killed
For Kentucky in general, the
instantly. Injured was James HenShow will be presented at Carr are John Campbell, Harvey Jeffrey,
change-over
that
means
will
there
Joe Johnson and Ron Laird. The
son, Ricky Halterman and Ronnie
be only two time-zones once again, Auditorium, Monday and Tuesday hilarious Ink Smears will
Jordan, passengers in the Claud
appear
Miss Carolyn Jean Colley, daugh- instead of the four that have ex- nights, November 6th and 7th, at
again as will "Hot Lips" Charles
car, and Bonnie Lou Clark, 6, one
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Colley of isted all summer to the consterna- 7:30 P. M.
Wade Andrews.
of the 14 passengers on the school
Route 5, Fulton, and a senior at tion of our up-State neighbors.
This perennially popular and funOne of the main objectives of
bus.
David Lipscomb College, will be
The westernmost Purchase coun- filled show, with a cast made up Lions International is Sight
ConAccording to State Police who in- listed in the 1968 edition of "Who's ties, including Fulton County, surentirely of local talent, is the prin- servation. Through other money
vestigated the accident, the two ve- Who in American Universities and rounded by States observing daycipal money raising project of the raising projects, the Fulton Lions
hicles topped a hill on south Crow- Colleges.
light time, went enmasse to "Fast Fulton Lion's Club and is always have given $1,500 towards a buildley road about 342 miles south of
Miss Colley, a graduate of South Time" in the Spring ,and were not a big hit with the people of the ing fund to erect a Kentucky Lions
Clinton. A number of others suf- Fulton High School, is
majoring in plagued with the irritating time Twin Cities as well as out-of-town- Eye Research Center on the Unifered minor cuts and bruises in the Home Economics at David Lips- differences in the area that have
era. The money taken in is spent versity of Louisville Campus. When
accident, which occurred head-on comb. She has served as president heretofore existed in past sumby the Lions on local projects. Dur- completed, this facility, one of
at the top of the hill.
of the Home Ec Club and as Miss mers. Adopted here for the first ing the past few years, many im- three in the United States, will be
Services for young Claud were Home Economics and is also a time this year, daylight time has provements have been made at staffed and
maintained by Univerconducted Sunday at Clinton.
member of the Bisonettes.
proven quite satisfactory.
City Park. This will be continued. sity of Louisville Medical Staff.
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Fulton Band Given Excellent
Rating In Memphis Competition

Turn Your Clock
Back Saturday;
Fast Time's Gone

Hickman County
Youth Dies As
Car, Bus Collide

Carolyn Colley Named
To 1968 "Who's Who"

Free X-Ray Offered
Wednesday, Thursday

Minstrel Time's A-Comin; The
Lions Club Readies A New Show
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IT ISN'T THE TOWN, IT'S YOU

Should the government get out of over 20i; in the price level of all crops
and near 10',; for livestock would be
agriculture?
The idea, touted out of Chicago, expected by 1970. Despite the greater
Washington, and New York, has found output, total cash receipts from marready acceptance among the semi- ketings by farmers would drop. The
literate farm writers "who seem to loss of government payments also
spring up like mushrooms in the me- would be significant.
Farm production expenses would
tropolitan press," according to Senator
Ellender. "Open the pages of a big city continue to rise somewhat. The lower
newspaper and likely as not you'll livestock and grain prices would refind some city-bred, cave-dwelling duce the costs of purchased feeds and
columnist declaring—'It is time to end feeder animals. But these lower costs
farm programs—time to get rid of acre- would be more than offset by the added
and
age allotments, and.other agricultural costs of machinery, fertilizer, lime
other nonfarm purchased inputs needcontrols.'"
ed to produce the increased volume of
What would happen?
According to a study concurred in crops and livestock.
Falling Income
by economists from nine prominent
Net farm income might well fall by
land grant universities, abandonment
of the farm programs without suitable about $5 billion below the 1966 figure
institutional substitute would mean of $16.3 billion. The net result of disthat net farm income by 1970 would continuing annual adjustments programs would be a drop of about a third
drop $5 billion, or almost one-third.
in
net farm income from 1966—or back
corn,
-cent
70
By 1970 we would see
18- to 20-cent cotton, $2 soybeans, and to about the level of income in 1957.
In response to the lower feed grain
$1 wheat With grain prices falling.
lives:talk supplies would overburden prices that would accompany eliminathe market. Prices for hogs and poultry tion of the feed grain and wheat prowould fall sharply. Beef and dairy grams, production of livestock would
prices would also decline, but not as increase. The major production increase would center in hogs and poulmuch.
Increases in total numbers of cattry.
The nine agricultural colleges involved in the study include Iowa State tle are limited by the size of the breedUniversity, University of Michigan, ing herds and the length of time reKansas State University, Michigan quired to increase numbers. Hogs and
State University, University of Wis- poultry, on the other hand., can be stepconsin, Ohio State University, North ped up in production much more rapidCarolina State University, Harvard ly.
The Multiplier
University, and Stanford University.
Unfortunately, the multiplier
Here is a recap of the study:
works going down as well as going up.
The Findings
After allowing for shifts in acre- The loss of farm income translates itage between crops, feed grain prices self into the loss of national income on
would fall to a level where corn prices a multiplier of 7.
With the commodity index down
would probably be around 70 cents.
Cotton prices would fluctuate ranging by 10% over last year, economists
know the national income will be off
between 18 and 20 cents per pound.
Soybean prices would probably be accordingly. This has already become
is
reduced to around $1.90 to $2.00 per evident in the fact that industry
bushel. Wheat would fall to about operating at 83% of capacity.
If the tax revenue is not there, the
$1.00 to $1.10 per bushel.
Further—because of uncertainty— government must turn to government
acreages, prices and utilization of each bonds in order to raise revenue. Such
commodity group would fluctuate tax exempts can easily dry up confrom year to year. If the production of struction, cause a run out of high flyer
one commodity in the first year was stocks, and cause the economy to start
significantly expanded relative to the taking a bath.
The impossibility of having lower
others, sharply lower prices for that
farm prices without a lower standard
commodity would follow.
of living should be at once apparent.
proadjustment
With no annual
grams and no commodity loans during It is to all who wish to see.
But as long as economists see the
the 1968-70 period, it is estimated that
total crop output would be at least great game the way "breed people" see
15% greater than in 1966. Since there cattle raising—with the price of show
would not be any rebuilding of grain animals having no relationship to the
reserve stocks, livestock output, how- meat industry—then economic adjustever, would average over 10% larger ment is all that can be looked for.
— NFO Journal
at the end of the period. A decline of

GLENN LOVERN, Kentucky's
commissioner of public safety, anticipates an effort in the legislature next
year to kill the state's new motor vehicle inspection law. Certainly there
will be such an effort. The Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation opposed the
law when it was enacted in 1966 after
a series of unsuccessful attempts to
pass such a law over the years. The
Farm Bureau still would like to do
away with this safety legislation. So
would a number of people who simply
don't want to be bothered with it.
The repeal effort, however, can be
contained if enough people and organizations work to keep the law on the
books. Mr. Lovern has made a good
start. He alerted the Kentucky Automobile Dealers Association at a special
clinic to explain the law here last
week. He called on the dealers to rally
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to the support of the law. Sam Boden of
Frankfort, president of the dealer association, said that Kentucky dealers are
now "almost unanimously behind the
law."
Opponents of the law attack it
along two main lines. They say it won't
be much of a life-saver, that drivers,
not the vehicles, cause most accidents.
They also say that the law will create a
racket for inspectors, who will insist on
a lot of unneeded repairs.
The evidence to support these contentions is flimsy. It is true that drivers are often the cause of accidents.
That's why we need compulsory periodic re-examination of drivers. But
just because the legislature has been
unwilling to pass this kind of legislation is no reason to do nothing about
vehicle inspection. Mechanical flaws
do cause some accidents. An inspection
system won't correct all of these, but it
is sure to correct some of them. States
with compulsory motor vehicle inspection laws have enjoyed a reduction in
fatal traffic accidents.
Our rising highway death toll
should impel us to take every possible
step to reduce it, to make driving less
lethal. Vehicle inspection is one step,
and it would be dangerous and foolish
to repeal a law that hasn't even had a
trial yet.
— Courier-Journal

If you want to live in the kind of a town
That's the kind of a town you like,
You needn't slip your clothes in a grip
And start on a long, long hike.
You'll find elsewhere what you left behind,
For there's nothing that's really new,
It's a knock at yourself when you knock your town;
It isn't your town - it's you.
Real towns are not made by men afraid
Lest somebody else gets ahead.
When everybocjy works and nobody shirks
You can raise a town from the dead.
And if, while you make your stake,
Your neighbor can make one, too.
Your town will be what you want to see,
It isn't your town - it's you.
— R. W. Glover
N'ULTON'S

ILIrsoy

COMiltEr

By Brenda Rowlett
As mathematicians and physicists
work to piece together a picture of
the future, men of other disciplines
and sciences are having equal success in reconstructing and recalling
the past. The most dramatic progress made by the latter group has
included filling in the details of
man's early adventures as recorded
in the Bible.
Within recent years, archaelogical discoveries, the recovery of
dead languages, and refinements in
the science of philology has permitted the Bible to be read as a
testament in other than merely religious terms.
Let's examine a few books that
will be of interest to Bible readers.
THE ANIMALS IN THE BIBLE
by Roy Pinney. When the Bible is
first read to us, one of the lasting
impressions left upon our youthful
minds is that of the unity of God's
creation and the prominence of animals in the scheme of things. In
fact or allegory they are vividly

portrayed from GENESIS to REVELATIONS, and with a sympathy and understanding hardly to
be found in any other ancient literature. The leaders of the Hebrews
laid down the strictest rules regarding the treatment of domestic
animals and the use of wild ones.
These were humane laws that
match any we have today. Further,
the compilers of the Bible display
remarkable zoological knowledge,
including a most modern concept of
ecology. The subject of this book
is the_animals in the Bible, and it
not only reviews all the animals
mentioned in the Bible and identifies them according to the proper
modern translation from the ancient Hebrew, but reinstates them in
the ecological framework so ably
laid out by the original writers.
The author gives this story special
meaning by his collection of photographs of all the animals that still
inhabit the ageless lands of the
Bible.

FROM THE FILESt--

Scripture reading; phitippi.
4:1-8
"Think on these things" M.:,
plans 4:8
The importance of right think •
has been appreciated more or
for centuries. Often we forget too
power of the human mind and inn
it encourages the evil or the good.
Sometimes we are so thoughtle,,
we act on impulses, thinking that
we can think what we like as
as the thoughts are not expresseil.
we say no one will be better or
worse for them. But is that so? Iii,
not our unexpressed thoughts Afeet us in a subtle way?
This letter was written by Pau:
from prison, and it was written to
the 'church he loved best. He saiid
"Finally my brethren . . . think
on these things." That is the realtn
to which you belong, the realm if

(continued

on Page Seven)

ALL THE BIRDS OF THE BIBLE handsome album presents 114 Bible
with
by Alice Parmelee. This book adds plants in full-page illustrations
an entirely new dimension to the a facing page of fascinating fact.
riches of Scripture and the lore of and lore. After years ot exacting
bird life. It reflects a thorough un- research Winitred Walker has pr0
derstanding of both the Bible and duced a remarkable series otpaintornithology and illuminatingly de- ings of the flowers, fruits, tree..
scribes their relationship. Following shrubs, grains, herbs, and vegethe pattern of the ALI, THE tables mentioned in the Bible. The
PLANTS OF THE BIBLE by Wini- paintings are triumphs of accuracy
fred Walker, Miss Parmelee's work and artistry. They are reproduced
mines new treasure of fact and here in fullpage black-and-white
meaning by concentrating on a offset. Every specimen is life-size
common feature—important and in- The captions give the most familiar
teresting, but often overlooked—
Bible verse in which the plant 1,
running through Scripture. ALL mentioned and its English, Latin
conBIBLE
THE
OF
BIRDS
THE
and Hebrew names. Each page far
tains: (1) more than 300 texts from ing an illustration contains a full
both the Old and New Testaments description of the plant depicted, its
in which birds appear (2) 64 fullgrowing habits in the Holy Land
page illustrations reproduced from
and its uses .Here are just a few of
masterpieces of art, contemporary
the hundreds of sidelights that
photographs, and ancient represenmake this book such delightful
tations, (3) interesting comparisons
reading. Did you know: — That
of Palestinian birds to species in
"consider the lilies how they grow"
America (4) colorful observations
referred to the anemone or wind
of bird life by travelers in the Holy
flower'—That the cypress was the
Land today (5) the retelling of
wood chosen by Noah to construct
many Bible stories in which birds
the ark7—That the gall which wac
play significant roles, and interadded to the vinegar and offered
pretations of their spiritual meanto Jesus was the juice of the opium
ing (6) complete ornithological
poppy, filled with a drug which inidentification and information.
duces sleep' The Roman soldiers
ALL 'THE PLANTS OF THE had pity on their prisoner. He tastBIBLE by Winifred Walker. This ed the mixture hut refused it.

Other members present were Mesdames Grady Varden,
Charles Rice, Paul Boyd, H. H. Bugg, Robrt Burrow,
Lester Newton and Miss Martha Taylor.

Turning Back The Clock— 41

Mrs. Maxwell McDade was hostess to the Tuesday
Luncheon Club. A delectable luncheon was served at the
Coffee Shop, following which guests went to Mrs. McDade's home for games of bridge. Mrs. Glenn Dunn won
October 31,1947
high score. Members playing were: Mesdames Harry
Bushart, Charles Robert Bennett, Ernest Fall, Jr., Glenn
The Fulton rat eradication campaign went over the Dunn, Ward Bushart, Jack Edwards, Joe Hall and Wiltop last week end with $529.00 as the clean-up squads liam McDade.
from the Rotary Club turned in $131.50 through Chairman Ernest Fall, Sr. The bait has already-been ordered
Miss Loraine Johns was honored Sunday with a
by Harry Barry, County Sanitary Officer, and the eradi- birthday dinner given by her parents at their home in
cation program is scheduled to start about November Beelerton. A delicious dinner was served to the follow3rd.
ing guests: Mr. and Mrs. Norvelle Johns and sons Jerry
and Butch, Mangus Batts and daughter, June.
Parking meters in Fulton will be a reality Monday,
November 3; at least, 76 of them will, as that many of
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ferguson announce
the 123 ordered have been received.
the birth of an nine-pound, eight-ounce baby girl, Sandra
Fay, born October 27 at Hawes Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mac McClellan are the parents
Vada Belle Ward, senior, and Joan Smith, sophomore, were re-elected cheerleaders at South Fulton High of an 8-pound, 10-ounce son, John Scott, born Tuesday,
School and Eddie Matlock was chosen freshman cheer- October 28, at Hawes Memorial Hospital.
leader by secret ballot at a recent meeting irr the gymThe Illinois Central Service Club will have a Halnasium.
lowe'en party tonight, October 31, in the Y. M. B. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daughtery were honored Thurs- room on Lake Street at 7 p. m.
day night with a kitchen shower at the home of Mrs.
The following eight new members were initiated
Ellis Beggs on Cedar Street, with Mrs. W. R. McKenzie
co-hostess. Mr. and Mrs. Daughtery's home was destroy- into the Fulton Elks Club at their meeting this week:
Robert DeWitt Fry, E. G. Babb, H. E. Crutchfield, Jr. G.
ed by fire two weeks ago.
C. Overby, Luke Hannings, Jody Tanner, W. J. Dalton
Mrs. Ward Bushart honored her little daughter, and E. T. Bennett,
Lynn, on her fourth birthday Thursday afternoon, OctoPaul Boyd has been elected president of the newlyber 23, with a party at their home on Third Street.
Games and contests were enjoyed during the afternoon, organized Tennessee Liquefied Petroleum Gas Associaafter which ice cream and cake were served to the fol- tion, at a meeting in Nashville on October 20.
lowing guests: Nancy and Jim Bushart, Patsy Fall, DunPalestine: James Browder, employee of Swift and
can Bushart, Michael Calliham, Wayne Anderson, Katie
Brown and Susan Bushart. Sending gifts, but unable to Company, has been transferred to West Point, Miss.
Work is under way to black top the Middle Road,
attend, were Carey Williamson, Eugenia Harris and Betstarted on the west end.
being
ty McDade.
Route Three: Elzo Lowery and Milford Vincent
Mrs. Clifton Linton honored her husband on his
birthday Tuesday night with a weiner roast at their finished stripping their burley tobacco Monday night.
home on Cedar Street. Guests attending were: Mr. and
Austin Springs: Fire destroyed the home of Miss
Mrs. Wren Coulter, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Exum and
children, Milton Owen and Tommy and their guests, Delia Vincent and Lucian H. Abernathy the past SaturMrs. Milton Carlson and daughter of Central City, Mrs. day noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Peery have purchased the Robert
L. B. Newton and Miss Dorothy Newton, Mrs. W. L. Joyner, T. M. Exum, Mr. and Mrs. L. A Clifton and guests Rickman store, formerly owned by the late Forest GibMr. and Mrs. Henry Jakobe of Bonne Terre, Mo., Rev. son, this village.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett have moved into Dukeand Mrs. W. E. Mischke and children, Rev. and Mrs. W.
dom, taking the apartment with Mr. and Mrs. Delmas
R. Reid, Otha Webb and Ann Linton.
Copeland.
Mr. Sam Mathis and Miss Jane Bynum were united
Mrs. Frank Wiggins entertained the Tuesday night
in
holy
bonds of matrimony last Friday. They left for
tables
Two
enue.
T
Ai
Maple
bridge club at her home on
of regular members enjoyed the evening of contract. At Nashville and other points east on a short honeymoon,
the end of the games, Mrs. John Daniels was high scorer. after which they will be at home to friends.
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WILDCAT BACKGROUND
BRIEFS
UK's Football Squad
Joe Jacobs is one of those pleasant happenings of which foobtall
coaches' dreams are made.
The sophomore vi•ingback from
Hobbs, N. M.. got his first look at
Lexington when he was New Mexico's delegate to the National Association of Student Councils which
convened at Henry Clay High
School here.
He was impressed with the
School of Dentistry and decided
Kentucky was the place for him.
During his senior year, he wrote
Kentucky coach Charlie Bradshaw,
asking for a scholarship.
Bradshaw saw a film of a high

Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres . .. adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a complimentary brunch for two ...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
a CALL 314-426-5500
al
or write to: Honeymoon Brochure, or for ad
vance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O.
Box 6127 Lambert Field Branch, St. Louts.

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

Vincent
y night.

nto Dukes. Delmas
ere united
E.'y left for
Ineymoon,

and Playas on the coast of Ecua- Neighborhood: The juvenile delinquent who lives next door
dor. On certain little mountain excursions he saw the small villages
that are so abundant in under-developed countries.
Gordon said this of Ecuador it140 Broadway, South Fulton
self," The natural beauty there is
Phone 479-1064
beautiful, but there is so much
poverty and ignorance that it is —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
hard to believe that the two belong
—Vinyl and Tile
in the same country."
—Downs •nd McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
McGUFFEY'S READER
Antique

crry

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

he Robert
orest Gib-
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initiated
his week:
aid, Jr. G.
J. Dalton

Swift and
Miss.
die Road,

Ecuador Revisited By
Student Gordon Jones

(From Th• FHS Ksinnel)
Mrs. James Roy Roberts is in
We have hao several nice days
Memphis, undergoing treatment in since the big rain we had one day
Don't look now but there is a
the Baptist Hospital. Everyone and night last week.
world traveler among us. His name
respond
wishes she will quickly
is Gordon Jones. Gordon has been
Mrs. Evaline Yates is not imand return homeshortly.
to the South American country of
proving as fast as her friends
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bynum, their would like. She is at her home near
Ecuador twice now, his latest visit
daughter-in-law Mrs. Jimmie Sam Pilot Oak.
being this past summer. He was
Bynum of Mayfield, visited their
gone for six weeks. On this trip
was the guest
Floyd
Lexie
Mrs.
brother Grant Bynum and Margaret
Gordon's mother accompanied him.
Erranton Tuesday
Mollie
Mrs.
of
very
a
Bynum recently and had
afternoon.
While in Ecuador, they stayed
nice visit while here.
with their former Banana Festival
Mr. and Mrs. James Earl Moore
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
amigo, Jaime Plaza. Jaime lives
— Viking Kttchen Cisrp*thsg
and baby, Anessa, called on Mrs.
William Holmes McGuffey taught
regular appointment at New Salem
in Guayaqual, which is near the school at Paris, Kentucky, while
Cassie Taylor one night last week.
—Jim Martin Paints
Baptist Church near here the past
Pacific Coast. During their stay in
Mrs. Thelma Puckett and grandhis famous reader.
writing
Sunday and also the evening worJaime's
Guayaquil, they attended
Oliver, of Lone Oak
ship hour preceding the Baptist son, Todd
sister's wedding, visited many of
Puckett's sister, Mrs.
Training Union. Sunday School visited Mrs.
his friends that he met last year,
and husband of near
meets at 10:30 a. m. Everyone has Allie Givens,
and he and his mother did a lot of
Thursday.
Valley
Water
attend
to
invitation
a mast cordial
sight-seeing.
her
on
called
No Bulbs—No Belts—No Straps. Holds rupture In and up like the
Lowry
G.
B.
Mrs.
service.
each
band — Accept No Other—Accept the Best For Reducible
Gordon was able to travel more
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Jones and uncle, Willie Yates, of Mayfield,
around the country this time and
children of Akron, Ohio, arrived who is in the Baptist Hospital in
visited Quito, the capital of EcuaThursday of the past week for a Paducah.
dor. In Quito, they were fortunate
visit with parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody and
enough to see a bullfight, the capDave Mathis of this village and all Mrs. Maggie Pankey shopped in
ital building and several other govother relatives in our locality.
Mayfield Tuesday.
ernment buildings, Eloy Alfaro,
Rev. Charles Wall filled his reguMrs. Jennie Cruse and Mrs.
Washable, Sanitary — For Single Or Double Rapture
which is the Military Academy of
lar appointment, at Knob Creek Bertha Yates called on the followDRUG COMPANY
Ecuador, and also the Equatorial
Church of Christ the past Sunday ing Thursday afternoon: Mesdames
PHONES 70, 423
408 LAKE STREET
line lying north of the city.
at 11 a. m. Bible study begins at Edith Yates, Maggie Pankey and
10 a. m.
He also saw the cities of Salinas
Cassie Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hammett and
Dal Gilliam and Almond Mcdaughter, Juanita, of Hollow Rock,
Guire of DUkedom are patients in a
brotheir
with
Sunday
spent
Tenn.,
Fulton hospital. Hope they have a
ther, Buton Lassiter, and Mrs. Lasquick recovery.
siter. They enjoyed their visit while
The Pilot Oak Homemakers met
there. 'Tis their first _yisit in some
Thursday in the home of Mrs.
time.
members
Down at the Grant Bynum home Altea Roberts. Fourteen
present.
it was a family gathering for him and one visitor were
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Stewart of
and Margarett. A nice noon-day
meal was enjoyed and those attend- Wickliffe were guests of Mr. and
MathMrs. B. G. Lowry Sunday aftering were: Mr. and Mrs. Sam
is and daughters, Sammie Jane, noon.
Mrs. Ira Raines spent a few days
Liz and Becky; Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Bynum, Gloria Ann and Hal, and last week with her sister, Mrs.
Rev. T. T. Harriss. All enjoyed the Totsie Gilliam of Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates of Pilot
day in the Bynum home.
Mrs. Ruth Cocke will arrive soon Oak and Herschel Sisk of WyanSarah Elizabeth Miles
from New Mexico for a visit with dotte, Mich., were Sunday guests
all her relatives. She is the daugh- of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Yates.
Dr. and Mrs. David N. Miles of Blytheville, ArkanMr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson visitter of Rev. T. T. Harris, who plans
to accompany her back home next ed their daughter and family, Rev. sas, announce the engagement of their daughter, Sara
week. The trip will be by jet and and Mrs. Norman Crittenden and Elizabeth, to Mr. John Ralph Bay. His parents are Mr.
the well-known, beloved, retired girls Susan and Nan Lou, of CovBay, of Fulton, Kentucky, former Blytheminister is looking forward to this ington, Route 1, over the week end. and Mrs. Bob
trip to the southwest, where he ex- Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Casey accom- ville residents.
pects to spend some time with his panied them.
her
Miss Miles is the granddaughter Dean's List, she will receive
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd attendchildren, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cocke.
degree from the College of Nurslate
the
and
Miles
M.
Jesse
Mrs.
of
Mrs.
of
burial
ed the funeral and
Missouri, and ing, University of Tennessee,
Lillian Mullins at Mt. Pleasant Mr. Miles of Hayti,
and the late Mr. Memphis, in June.
Creech
H.
W.
Mrs.
afternoon.
Sunday
Christ
of
Church
Bay's
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens of Creech of Troy, Missouri. Mr.
Mr. Bay is a 1962 graduate of
Jack Bay
near Water Valley and Mrs. 0. F. grandparents are Mrs.
Blytheville High School. He was a
Fulton,
of
Taylor of Pilot Oak visited Mr. and and the late Mr. Bay
of the Beta Club, Student
D. Van- member
Mrs. L. A. Rowland, of Lynn Grove, Kentucky, and Mrs. John
Council, a Boys' State delegate,
VanCleve
-Dr.
late
Cleve and the
Sunday afternoon.
and on the track team. He attended
Carlisle Cruse is glad to be home, of Malden, Missouri.
Arkansas State University and
The bride-elect was graduated Memphis State University. He now
after spending about four weeks in
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis. from Blytheville High School in attends Southern College of OptomWe hope he continues to improve. 1964, where she was a member of etry, Memphis, and is a member
the Beta Club, Red Pepper Club, of Omega Delta, professional fraNational Honor Society, and the ternity.
Glee Club. She attencted the UniVows will be pledged on Decemversity of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Her sorority is Phi Mu. A member ber 28 at the First Methodist
of the Student Council and on the Church, Blytheville, Arkansas.

iy with a
• home in
le followons Jerry
announce
rl, Sandra
iital.
ie parents
Tuesday,

Engagement Of Sarah Elizabeth Miles
To John Ralph Bay Is Announced

ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

FULTON, KY.

school game in which Jacobs scored three touchdowns—on a punt return, pass reception and a 98-yard
run after a pass interception.
"He did everything but take up
tickets," said an impressed Bradshaw. Jacobs got the scholarship,
played well as a frosh and earned
the starting wingback position in
spring practice.
In addition, he picked up academically in college right where he
left off at Hobbs High, maintaining
between an A & B average.
Bradshaw said Jacobs is just -a
natural competitor, in the classroom as well as on the football
field.
"He puts his whole self into it,"
Bradshaw said.
Jacob. won't deny the coach's
observation.
"I've always wanted to be the
very top,' he said, "whether it's
beating so-and-so's grades or winning a starting job on the football
team."
Jacobs spent the summer at home
before reporting back to Wildcatland.
EDUCATIONAL GROWTH
More than $125 million worth of
construction has either been completed or starte&at the State's five
universities and one college in 196667. Enrollment at the institutions
exceeds 50.000 this year — nearly
double that of four years ago.

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

BURL ST. CLAIR

What will
Henry Ward and
Burl St. Clair do
for Kentucky's
Farmers?

* A tax structure with safeguards against increase in property faxes.
* Special efforts to develop new sources of income for the farm&
and improve and expand market outlets.
* Beef up the Rural Road program so that your county has more road
money. Blacktop 10,000 more miles of rural roads.
* Give Kentucky farmers the best backup available for production
and marketing of crops and livestock. Complete the Agricultural Science
complex at the University of Kentucky.
* Strengthen the timber industry. A better Forestry Department at
U of K and work to establish a four-year school of forestry there.
* Accelerate the control of animal diseases. Complete the construction and staffing of the animal disease diagnostic laboratories.
* Expand the "Chain of Lakes" program.
* Support Rural Water Districts.
* Provide educational opportunities for rural youths on a par
to those in urban areas.

equal

HENRY WARD was born on a McCracken County farm. He knows an
about the problems of low profits and high operating costs. And he has
strong, positive ideas about how to help farmers solve them. He promises not magic ... he promises effort and achievement. He will build on
the characteristics and traditions that made Kentucky great: a respect
- _
for law and order, honesty and fairness.
BURL ST. CLAIR has, for many years, been a leader of Kentucky's agricultural community, as well as a successful farmer in his native Grayson
County. He has held every elective office in both state and local Farm
Bureau organizations, including President of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation and 20 years on its board of directors. Burl St. Clair is widely
known and respected by farmers.
Henry Ward and Burl St. Clair know farming has never been easy,
and it probably will never be. But farm income will improve with Henry
Ward as Governor and Burl St. Clair as Commissioner of Agriculture
to fight for Kentucky's farmers.

WARD for Governor
Wendell Ford/Lt. Governor • John Breckinridge/Attorney General
Claude Reed/Secretary of State • Thelma Stovall/State Treasure
John Greene/Auditor of Public Accounts
Wendell Butler/Supt. of Public Instruction
James Sutherland/Clerk, Court of Appeals
Robert Evans,Treasurer, Sberatein Hotel, 1.001$1.11.
Paid for by Kentuckians for Ward, roster Ockerman, Chairman,
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Letters To The Editor
THE NEWS welcomes expr,-ssions from its readers. Such items
must be signed but name will be omitted from publication if requested.

most impressive, including especially the fine exhibits, and the International Relations Program, all
of which were so enthusiastically
attended by visitors from the entire
area.
The Department is pleased that it
was able to arrange for a number
of Latin American grantees under
the Department's educational and
cultural exchange program to attend the Festival. All of them told
me how much they enjoyed and
profited from the visit to Fulton.
They were not only impressed by
the international program itself but
especially by the hospitality of the
people of Fulton. I know that it
was a highlight of their visit to
this country. I was also delighted to
learn that our assistance in facilitating the travel of the Latin
American students from Miami to
Fulton was an important contribution to the success of the occasion.
I wish you continued success, and
hope that your plans for establishing a permanent Inter-American
Friendship Center at Fulton will be
realized.
Again, congratulations for the
fine work that you,, Mrs. Bushart,
and your other colleagues of Fulton
and South Fulton are doing, and
my deep appreciation to all of you
for your kind hospitality during my
visit to Fulton.
Sincerely,
J. Manuel Espinosa
Acting Director
--Office of Inter-American
Programs
Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs

NORTH/
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(October 2, 1967

Mrs. Jo Westpheling
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
You bestowed all kinds of honors
on the dignitaries, made all sorts of
October 17, 1967
flowery speeches, made them "top
Dear Editor:
bananas", but you topped them all.
Chance
Maine
The acquisition of
It was a great day, planned to perKenof
University
Farm by the
fection, and very effective. We are
tucky Research Foundation reflects
already looking forward to it next
of
Board
the
of
judgment
the sound
year with even More enthusiasm.
the
and
University
the
Trustees of
Coming back on the plane Friday
beeconomical,
Moremore
is
it
Thus
Foundation.
the
of
directors
evening, J. K., John Lewis, Leoover, many of Kentucky's business cause of the proximity of existing nard Burkeen and I decided that
and professional leaders concur in research facilities and also be- we should have .all our Kentucky
the wisdom of this purchase to help cause of the protection of the State's Partners ,Committee there next
equip the University for meeting investment in these facititiesi to year; -that.is, make a concentrated
the rapidly increasing demands for purchase Maine Chance at -its open effort bi get them all there for an
quality programs of instruction, re- market value than to purchase official committee meeting someeven at a lower cost land which time while there, -and let all our
search, and public service.
was not contiguous to Coldstream Ecuadorian friends meet the mem•
Basic considerations in this ac. arki Spindletop;) ,
bers of out gratin and vice versa. I
. ,
quisition were the unparalleled rethis could be a real stimulus
.funds of the Research Foun- think
T11e
cent growth of the University and
to our Kentucky work. This would
the physical development plans dation are not received from State Also give the Goyernor an oppornecessary to accommodate 25,000 taxes. Moreover, the Foundation tunity to meet with the committee
students on the Lexington campus hps authority ,to incur indebtneas and give our ectrnmittee a chance to
and -contract mortgages, which the
by 1975.
meet that charming, effective, and
University cannot legally do.
lovely, Florence Ballesteros.
More than 300 acres of the 640You and your enthusiastic coFinancing of the balance of the
acre farm located adjacent to the
really gave the Partners of
campus, which for many years was purchase price—the remaining $1-5 workers
the Alliance program a boost Frithe principal Experiment Station million after .a down payment of day.
I thought your principal speakfarm, have already been taken for $500,000 — has been projected
er, Ed Marcus, and Ambassador
academic and service buildings. through profits from the adminisBrown were terrific. They ,were
Moreover, it has become clear that trative allowances of research proreally honeat-tb-gOodness Ambassathe University's building program jects. Thus the purchase hag been
dors of Good Will, but none of them
during the next decade will require made from funds other than State
can match you.
the remaining acreage of this farm. taxes, funds which would not be
Now I'm hopeful that since this
available except for the existence
Farm
Before the Marine Chance
of other research facilities at the is passed, that Vanderbilt's lovely
of
College
Home-Coming Queen will get a few
became available, the
University.
days of much needed rest.
Agriculture had requested 2768 adyou
the
to
give
purtried
We
have
research
ditional acres for
Sincerely,
behave
this
purchase
to
regard
facts
in
would
land
poses. Same of this
Robert B. Hensley
said
by
which
has
been
so
much
cause
projects
the
been used for
in
this
obtaining
campus
interested
persons
the
from
would be moved
farm, and the remainder for the farm for their use that has not been
expansion and strengthening of factual. Naturally, you are at liber- AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
the University's agricultural re- ty to use any part of this letter
Louisville, Kentucky
search activities. This request was should you so desire.
Sincerely,
pared to a minimum of 1,400 acres,
October 19, 1967
Fred B. Wachs
of which about half was needed
Mr. R. Paul Westpheling
Past Prgsident of KPA
immediately.
Publisher-Editor
Thomas L. Adams
bounded
is
Farm
Chance
Maine
Fulton County News
Past President of KPA
on three sides by Coldstream
209 Commercial Avenue
Farm, the University's principal
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
animal research center, and SpinDear Mr. Westpheling:
T
dletop Farm, which is owned by DEPARTMEN OF COMMERCE
As Chairman of the Public Inforthe U. K. Research Foundation.
mation Committee of the American
October 4, 1967
The University has invested more Dear Jo:
Cancer Society's Kentucky Divithan $1 million in laboratories and
Just a short note to congratulate sion, I would like to take the opother research facilities on Cold- you on the best "Banana Festival" portunity to express our sincere
of
stream, and some 500 acres
ever! The time I spent in Fulton appreciation for the splendid coverSpindletop are available for agri- was most enjoyable.
age your newspaper gave the Socultural research uses.
ciety this past year.
Certainly, your group makes a
Since the 500 acres of unassigned great contribution to West KenYou may be interested in knowland at Spindletop and the 721-acres tucky and all the Commonwealth. ing that Fulton County ranked secon Maine Chaffee would roughly I'm so glad that I could be of some ond in the state with 173 newspaper
meet the minimum land needs of assistance.
articles concerning the activities of
the College of Agriculture, the Unithe American Cancer Society.
Sincerely,
early
versity started exploring, as
Katherine Peden
During the past year we are
as 1965, the possibility of acquiring
Commissioner
pleased to report that Kentucky's
Maine Chance either as a gift or
newspapers printed a record 2,186
gift purchase. Continued through
articles about the programs of the
1966, this effort was fruitless.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Society. The counties showing the
of
Convinced that the acquisition
greatest support in this area are:
October 5, 1967
adjoining acreage would make posexthe
of
1. Jefferson (Louisville) 186
sible the expanded use
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
articles.
pensive laboratories on Coldstream
writing to thank you for the
am
I
Farm, which would have to be opportunity to participate in this
2. Fulton (Hickman) 173 articles.
duplicated if additional land were year's International Banana Festibought elsewhere, and the realiza- val activities in Fulton. I wish to
3.
Fayette (Lexington) 132
tion of substantial economies for congratulate you and your col- articles.
the State in the management and leagues, as well as the many other
4. Mason (Maysville) 101 articles.
operation of the total acreage, the citizens of Fulton and South FulU. K. Research Foundation submit- ton, who, working together, planned
5. Scott (Georgetown) 94 articles.
ted the successful bid for Maine and carried out the activities conChance when advised that the farm nected with this inter-American
We applaud your valued support
was for sale.
festival. You are, indeed, making and hope that the programs of the
Cancer Society will conAn additional consideration was a most valuable people-to-people American
to merit your outstanding cothe possible effects on the Univer- contribution toward strengthening tinue
sity's research program if the the bonds of friendship and under- operation.
Sincerely yours,
Maine Chance acreage were ever standing between the United States
John R. Crockett
purposes. and the Latin American countries.
non-farm
for
used
Volunteer Chairman
Should it become a subdivision as The various events of Governors'
Public Information Committee
has happened to several other Day - Latin American Day were
LEXINGTON HF-RALD-LEADER
COMPANY
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3.27

Candy Money

THE GAME OF

STAMPED

ROOK

PILLOW CASES

Reg.
$1.50

99c

I HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC
lk

LAUNDRY
BASKET

horse farms in the area, the animals now kept on Coldstream Farm
might have to be moved as was the
case when the campus farm became surrounded by residential development. Should Maine Chance be
used for industrial purposes, again
making aquisition of other land
mandatory, this could endanger research projects now in progress.
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Twenty-Four Elecierl To, Hall Of Fame
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SCATTERED PATTER

Deaths

About People and Things

J. Harvey Maddox
J. Harvey Maddox died Monday,
October 23, at 12:50 p. m. in the
Fulton Hospital, following a short
illness.
Funeral services were held on
October 25 in Whitnel Funeral
Home with Rev. George Comes officiating. Burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery. Mr. Maddox was a retired postal clerk and was a member
of the First Methodist Church and
of the Mormon B. Daniel Sunday
School class. His wife, Mrs. Meador
Lee Maddox, preceded him in death
on August 25, 1967.
Surviving are his daughter, Mrs.
Robert Noble of Nashville; one
step-daughter, Mrs. Jane Edwards
of Fulton; one step-son, J. Mack
Scates of Glen Ellyn, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Jess Highfill of Dresden;
one brother, F. H. Maddox of Belleville, Ill., and seven grandchildren.

Harvey Hard, Sr.

Pictured abov• are the students chosen to represent the senior
class. Watch the future headlines to see if
these seniors fulfill their titles.
"From The FHS Kennel"

S

••

•.•

26

America her sophomore year. Eddie
is Mr. FHS, was a class officer his
On September 20, 1967, the serifreshman and junior years, and
iors met in the senior English room was class
personality his junior
to elect their class favorites. After year.
much thinking, voting, and debate,
Lady Rose Craddock and Jimmy
the final decisions were made.
Treas were chosen Best Leaders.
Scroll and the Nationll Honor So- Lady is a librarian, Business Manciety. Mike is on the golf team and ager of the GR-R-ROWL staff, and
was an officer his freshman year. a member of the Quill and Scroll.
Jimmy is president of Future
Most Likely to Succeed are Cindy Teachers
of America, a football
Homra and David Dunn. Cindy is and basketball
player, and a memCoeditor of THE KENNEL, Presi- ber of
the National Honor Society
dent of Future Homemakers of and the
Quill and Scroll.
America, a cheerleader, and was
Jane Sublette and Donnie Notes
football queen candidate her junior
year. David is President of the sen- were chosen Most Dependable.
ior class, Co-editor of THE KEN- Jane is Vice-President of the senior
NEL, Vice-President of Future class, Secretary-Treasurer of the
Teachers of America and Vice- National Honor Society and the
President of the National Honor So- Quill and Scroll, and Business Manager of the GR-R-ROWL staff. Donciety.
nie is a member of the Quill and
Most Beautiful is Ruth Ann Burn- Sprott, was President of his junior
elle and Most Handsome is Paul class and was a class personality
Pittman. Ruth Ann is President of his freshman year.
the Quill and Scroll, Miss FHS,
Julie Powell and Richard Tidwas cheerleader her freshman'and
well wete chosen Most Talented.
sophomore years, and was a class
Julie has been a majorette all four
personality her junior year. Paul is
of her high school years, is Public
an outstanding basketball player
Relations Manager of the senior
and was a class officer his junior
class, and plays the piano and the
year.
flute. Richard is a band member
Carol Heitticock and Eddie Wil- and plays the trombone.
liamson have the Best Personalities.
Carolyn Allen and Ray Martin are
Carol plays the piano for the youth the Wittiest. Carolyn is Co-editor
choir at First Baptist Church and of the GR-11-ROWL, a tteerleader,
was a member of Future Nurses of a columnist for THE KENNEL,
— -

and is a member of the National
Honor Society and the Quill and
Scroll. Ray is Business Manager
for the senior class and is an outstanding football player.
Roma Foster and Joe Hoodenpyle
are the Best Dressed of the senior
class. Roma is the cheerleader
captain, Secretary-Treasurer of the
senior class, and President of the
National Honor Society. Joe is Public Relations Manager
tfie senior
class, is on the G -R-ARDWL;staff,
and was an officer his sophomore
year.
Best Sport is I,inda Crider and
Most Athletic is David "Red" Forrest. Linda is a member of Future
Teachers of America, was a member 'bf Future Nurses of America,
and was a librarian her sophomore
year. David ia an outstanding football player.
Flirtieat are Becky Mitchell and
Jimmy King. Hecky is on the GRR-ROWL staff, was a member of
Future Nurses of America, her
sophomore year, and is drill master
of the Explorerettes. Jimmy played
football his freshman year and is
an active hunter.
Patsy Ray was chosen Quietest
and Max Omar was chosen Loudest. Patsy is a member of Future
Teachers of America, Future
Homemakers of America, and was
a member of Future Nurses of
America Mr aophoinore year. Max
is an oullit.iang faltball pfayer.*.

Rio Grande: The World's Dustiest River
The "world's dustiest river" recently flooded a seventh of Texas.
The Rio Grande, whose hurricane-whipped
waters inundated
40,000 square miles of southern
Texas, is often called the dustiest
river because it flows hundreds of
miles past arid cattle ranges.
Supporting the description, United
States hydraulic engineers have
warned that the mighty river
actually is dwindling because increased irrigation has robbed the
lower reaches of its normal flow.
Stretches of the Rio Grande periodically shrivel to a trickle, turning
now and then into paths of sand.
Shifting Boundary
The flow of the river has always
been erratic, the National Geographic Society says. But when
Alonso Alvarez de Pineda sailed
into its mouth in 1519, he encountered a mighty volume of water
meriting the name Rio Grande, or
"Great River." (In Mexico, it is
called the Rio Bravo del Norte.)
Though a modern complex of
dams and flood spillways is designed to contain the waters, the Rio
Grande frequently breaks through

Extension Agents
Attending Meeting
Twenty-four Kentucky area Extension Agents in home economics
are attending the annual meeting
of the National Association of Extension Home Economists
(NAEHE) in Jackson, Miss., Oct.
23-27.
Attending the meeting from the
Purchase Area are Mrs. Catherine
C. Thompson and Miss Catherine
M. Wilson, Hickman. Also attending the meeting are two retired
Purchase Area Agents: Miss Sunshine Colley, -.nton, and Mrs.
Anna C. Thompson, Eickman.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

after heavy summer rainstorms.
Alternate flooding and drying up
are just two worrisome habits of
the Rio Grande. Twisting in snakelike curves over low plains, it
sometimes changes course, shifting
land between Texas and Mexico.
The Rio Grande is the United
States' third longest river; its 1,885mile length is only exceeded by the
Mississippi and the Missouri.
The river bubbles from springs
high up the San Juan Mountains of
southwestern Colorado. Swollen by
snow-fed streams, it drops 7,000
feet through forests of spruce, fir,
and aspen to enter the canyons and
flat plains of New Mexico, Texas,
and Mexico.
More than 1,000 miles of the Rio
Grand form the boundary between
the United States and Mexico.
"Fingers Will Sprout"
Between Colorado and the Gulf
of Mexico, dams and reservoirs tap
off millions of acre-feet of water for
the fields that once were a worthless tangle of mesquite and cactus.
Today, irrigation has miraculously turned Rio Grande deserts

Fulton WSCS Plans
Bazaar November 16

into lush, semitropical farmland
that produces 47 varieties of vegetables, fruits, and cotton. The valley region outproduces all states
but one in grapefruit and ranks
third among states in orange
growing.
Farmers claim the soil is so
fertile that "you can stick your
finger in the ground and it'll
sprout."
The Rio Grande has played a
strong role in North American history. Coronado camped by the
river in 1540 on his expedition to
find the lost cities of Cibola. He
found a highly developed civilization of Pueblo Indians, who were
building cities long before Europeans dreamed of a new world.
In 1846, the Rio Grande became
a kind of southern Concord when a
shot fired on the lower banks by one
of General Zachary Taylor's soldiers signaled the beginning of the
Mexican War.
At Alamogordo, New Mexico, a
remote spot near the Rio Grande,
the first atomic bomb was exploded on July 16, 1945.
HELP FOR HANDICAPPED

During the past fiscal year, the
West Kentucky Center for Handicapped Children at Paducah cared
for and treated five from Fulton
The second annual holiday baCounty, 42 from Graves County,
zaar sponsored by the Woman's So- and 7 from Hickman County. The
ciety of Christian Service of First total patient count was 359.
Methodist Church will be held in
the church dining room on Thurs- BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I 1 I
day, Nov. 16, it was announced today by Mrs. George Moore, Woman's Society president.
Hours of the bazaar will be from
3 to 7 p. m. Coffee and dessert will
also be available during these
hours, and a turkey dinner will be
served from 5 to 7 p. m.
Hand-made gift items will be for
sale, and the public is invited to attend.

Funeral services for Harvey
Hurd, Sr. were held in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home chapel at
Clinton on Monday, October 23,
with Rev. Lloyd Ramer of Murray
officiating. Burial was in Clinton
Cemetery.
Mr. Hurd, 65, died Sunday in the
Clinton-Hickman County Hospital.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Vava
Hurd; one son, Harvey Hurd, Jr.,
of Murray, and one grandchild.

Lynn Matthews
Funeral services for Freddie
Lynn Matthews, who died suddenly
Saturday, October kl, were held
Sunday, October 22, in Whitnel
Funeral Home chapel, with Rev.
Jack McClain officiating. Burial
was in Walnut Grove Cemetery.
Mr, Matthews, 53, was o born in
Lauderdale County, Tenn., the son
of the late S. L. and Addle McPherson Matthews. He was a member
of the McConnel Baptist Church.
Surviving are one sister, Mrs.
Gertrude Long of Memphis, one
brother, Willie Matthews of Route
2, Fulton ,and several nieces and
nephews.

News From Oar
Boys In The

SERVICE
TORREJON de ARDOZ, Spain—
Chief Master Sergeant Thomas H.
Didier, son of Mrs. Cecilia A.
Didier .4,,'7A.1_JIttggins Ave., Chicago, has received his second
award of the U. S. Air Force Corningalion Medal at Torrejon AB,
Sergeant Didier was decorated for
meritorious service at Headquarters, Strategic Air Command, Offutt
AFB, Neb. Be was cited for his
outstanding professional skill, initiative and leadership.
The sergeant is now an aircraft
maintenance superintendent at Torrejon with the Strategic Air Command which maintains America's
constantly alert force of intercontinental missiles and jet bombers.
His wife, Dorothy, is the daughter
of Elmer Jones of Hickman, Ky.

Lay Speaker Will
Conduct Services
The churches of the Wesley-Pilot
Oak charge will hear a Lay Speaker Sunday, October 29th at the
11:00 service.
Mr. Dalton Bagwell of the Massac Methodist Church, of the Paducah District, will be the morning
speaker. Mr. Bagwell is in every
way an extraordinary churchman,
a leader of men and an outstanding
person in any gathering of people.
He is well-read and well-versed in
the scripture, has been charge Lay
leader for a number of years,
taught a class of teenagers, counseler for the M. Y. F. group, served
many offices in the church. lie
teaches Electronics in the Tilghman Trade School in Paducah. Be
is respected and known for his
wit and wisdom by those wIro know
him.
Rev. M. B. Proctor, the pastor,
invites the public to come and hear
this man speak concerning "The
Layman's Responsibility," a subject so vital to the church today.
Come, bring some one with you.

KEG RESTAURANT
BEST CHILI IN TOWN
or your money back!
PRI:7T

Eugene F. Hart
Funeral services for Eugene
Franklin Hart were held Monday
afternoon, October 2, in the Antioch
Baptist Church, with Rev. S. A. Bell
officiating. Burial, by Vanderford
Funeral Home, was in Pleasant
Hill Cemetery.
Hart, 47, a former Fultonian, was
fatally injured in an automobile
accident in Detroit on October 17,
1967.
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie M. Hart of Fulton and attended Milton School. He served in
World War II from 1942 to 1945 and
was a member of V. F. W. Post
No. 6641. We was employed by the
Illinois Central Railroad from 1947
to 1955, left Fulton in 1960 for Detroit, where he attended a body
and fender school and was then
employed by Ford Motors.
In addition to his parents, he is
survived by five sisters, Mrs. Willie B. Sisson, Mrs. Marie Ingram
and Mrs. Olga Hart Walker of Fulton, Mrs. Bessie Lee Hurt of Como,
Tenn., and Mrs. Ella Hart Nunley
of Martin; three brothers, Quintus
Mozell Hart of Detroit, A/1C Paul
Ervin Hart, serving in the U. S.
Air Force in Spain, and Thomas
Franklin Hart of Topeka, Kansas,
also a host of relatives and friends.

UTM Enrollment
Now Up To 3169,
An All-Time High
Fall quarter enrollment at The
University of Tennessee at Martin
has set an all-time record with 3,169 total day students.
Shelby County, for the first time,
led in number of students enrolled
at UTM with -a total of 452.
Weakley County, home of trrm,
also for the first time in. history of
the institution, ran a close second
with 445 students.
The five other counties that rank
after Shelby and Weakley are Gibson, 318; Obion, 232; Dyer, 182;
Henry, 174 ,and Carroll, 134. Total
enrollment from the other counties
and from out-of-state is 1,232.
Adequate housing, the new University Center and the master's degree program are believed by administrative officials to be among
the reasons for UTM's attracting
13 percent more students this fall
than last fall. Also, a 54 percent increase in the number of transfer
students contributed to the increased enrollment.
Students enrolled at UTM from
Fulton County include Paul David
Braian, Larry Don Burnette, Dewey
E. Dunavant, Cathy Ann Elliott,
Curtis R Hancock Jr., Janie Rue
Noles, Mark Wayne Phipps, Jerry
Mac Sublet*

Charles Walker, South Fulton senior, was elected president of the
South Fulton Student Council at its
second meeting last night at 8 p. m.
Other officers named were:
Karen Taylor, vice president; Pat
Holladay, secretary; Gary Jetton
treasurer; Mike McKinney, sergeant at arms, and Janet Taylor, reporter.

Mrs. Paul W'estpheling, Sr. St
Joseph, Missouri arrived in Fulton
Sunday for a two-week visit with
her son, Paul Westpheling, Jr. and
family in the Highlands.

Mrs. W. T. (Vetta) Garrigan Jr
of Woodland Mills has been appoint
ed acting postmaster at Woodland
Mills and recommended as per
manent postmaster, U. S. RepreMary Katherine Johnson, 10, suf- sentative Robert A. Everett of
fered a fractured skull, bruises and Union City has announced.
injuries Sunday in a fall from a
bicycle and is a patient at Fulton
Approximately 1,000 members of
Hospital. The daughter of Mr. and 13 bands from high schools of West
Mrs. C. B. Johnson, she is a fifth- Tennessee will participate in the
grade student at South Fulton.
Homecoming — Band Day events
Saturday, October 28, at The UniPast Master L. R. Hutchens of versity of Tennessee at Martin.
Roberts Lodge has been named
The Fulton Woman's Club will
District Deputy Grand Master of
hold a bake sale next Saturday.
District 1.
October 28 at both the City National
and Fulton Banks. Cakes, pies.
The "Voinanless Wedding", a home-made bread, cookies, brownnight of fun and entertainment, ies and candy will be for sale from
will be sponsored by the PTA Fri- 9 a. m. until 2:30 p. m.
day night at the Central gym in
Clinton.
Gantt's, a Mayfield lamp-manufacturing firm employing 12, is
Mrs. Henry Hanna, Mrs. Robert moving its manufacturing operaHolland and Mrs. Anna Belle Ed- tions to Carthage, Tenn.
wards will attend the Christian
Women's Fellowship Retreat at
The Ted H. Climer Company with
Rough River Falls State Park on offices in Union City and ClarksSaturday and Sunday, October 28- ville, is apparent low bidder on a
29. The theme of the meetings will $1 million water line project in
be "Christian Unlimited."
Charleston, Ky.

Who's
For PUBLIC MoraCs?
The personal morality of each the public conscience is the COM.
of us, of course, is our own cem of everyone, and it call
private affair. And we have no function effectively only with the
right to set moral standards for dedicated commitment of all
the man next door.
peonle.
In these troubled and changing
But there is a broader area
of morality which is everybody's times, public morality has bebusiness. For in a society where come a problem of increasing
civil order depends on moral concern to saaiety as a whole.
order, there has to be a public Crimes against person and propconscience. Without it, the law erty have grown to grave nrocauld not be enforced, justice, portions. Mcral depravity thrives
could not be administered, and on public indifference. The public
lib-rty could not be preserved. ne-ce is disturbed with seeming
'The public conscience is re- 1r-enmity; chq-enity flourishes in
fluted in the laws we enact, the name of freedom of *leech;
and the moral standards we ob- the disease cal'ad alcohOlisin
serve. It is the watchtloe o4,e0 hfris an aver-growing number qi
'•
the God-given rightsr of the 11, videos.,
dividual to freedom 'Of conIf you agree that public mosscience, and to the security of ality is everybody's business ...
his person and property. The If yru want to reStore and republic conscience if, moreover, build the moral values that are
a refleetldp of the. Individual , essratial to ,the 'welfare Of our
conscience of lt people who aft anciety—write toe* for a cony
concerned in preserving a high cI our r-w pocket-size pamphlet
standard of moral order.
enti11rd "Public Morality — Our
This Is not an obligation to be Commca Concern." We'll send
delegated to the police and the It free and without obliga'ion.
courts. Nor to the church, the Nobody will call cn you. Just
schools or civic societies. For ask for Pamphlet KC-7,

FREE—Mail Coupon Today!
FIELD TRIALS
The Quail Championship Invitational field trial will be held at the
West Kentucky Wildlife management area December 1-3,
COMMUNITYY COLLEGES
Kentucky has nine community
colleges, operated by the University of Kentucky. Three more will
open next year—at Hazard, Louisville and Maysville. Enrollment
totals about 5,500.

Meese tend Me Free Pamphlet •55111e5h
"Public Morality—Our Common Concorn."

No SC-I

NAME
4DDRESS

—

CITY ..

STATE

ZIP —

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
KENTUCKY STATE COUNCIL
RELIGIOUS INFORMATION BUREAU
P. 0. Box No, 20222 Louisville, Kentucky 40220

ANNOUNCEMENT
— FROM —

THE mom FUNERAL HOME
We are pleased to announce that Mr. Harvey Johnson, who was
employed by the Harris Funeral Home in Paducah for twenty-three
years, has joined the staff of the Whitnel Funeral Home.
Mr. Johnson is a licensed Kentucky Funeral Director and
Embalmer with an outstanding background in the funeral
profession. He comes to us with the highest recommendations from
his former employer, Mr. Jerome Harris of Paducah, Ky.
We are very proud to have Mr. Johnson and his wife, Marie,
associated with our firm.
MARGARET and WIN WHITNEL, owners

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street

Fulton, Kentucky
TELEPHONE 472-2332
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TELL ME
WHO WAS VERRAZANO

Obion County Farm News
968 SOIL SAMPLES
Obion County farmers have sent
to the U. T. Extension Service Soil
Testing Laboratory during 1967 968 soil samples to be tested and
fertilizer recommendations made
according to soil test. Obion County
is still the leading soil testing county in West Tennessee and is behind
the leading county in Tennessee by
about 150 samples.
Some good Obion County farmers
that have recently sent soil samples
to the University of Tennessee Soil
Testing Laboratory include: John
W. Hime, R. C. Moore, E. D. White,
Guy Cole, Robert Bagwell, Billy
McCord and Bob Wyatt.
Farmers should begin to take soil
samples of 1968 cropland now. We
know farmers are busy harvesting
crops but a few hours devoted to
taking soil samples now could be
very rewarding. A number of cotton and corn farmers in Obion
County had soil fertility problems
this season. Our observations are
that many of these fertility problems could have been avoided by
taking a soil sample and following
the results.
If you have problem areas in
your fields, be sure to sample them
separately from other parts of the
field. Mark these areas because
they may require treatment somewhat different from the remainder
of the field.
The cost of having a soil test
made is insignificant compared to
value received. Almost all Obion
County Fertilizer and Lime Dealers
are cooperating in the Obion County Soil Fertility Program and will
pay for the cost of the Laboratory
analysis. The samples are processed and mailed through our office to
the University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Soil Testing Laboratory in Nashville.
Some reasons why soil testing
should be started now:
1. The soil testing laboratory is
not rushed this reason of year. 2.
Problem areas in fields are easy to
find now. 3. The soil is in better
condition (not too wet) than it is in

the winter time. 4. You will receive
your results in time to permit liming (if needed) and wise purchase
of fertilizer. 5. You will have more
time to plan your 1968 fertilizer p
gram.
REMEMBER - a soil test is the
best guide available in solving
your fertility problems.
For soil sample boxes and other
information on soil testing contact
our office or any fertilizer or lime
dealer in Obion County.
SOYBEAN HARVEST STARTS
It's hard to believe how fast the
soybeans in Obion County have
changed and are rapidly getting
ready for harvest. A few beans
have already been combined. One
quick way to check soybean harvesting losses is as follows: on the
average, four beans on each square
foot of ground represents one bushel per acre that has been lost.
Harvesting losses are principally
either at the cutter bar or from
failure to thresh or clean the seed
properly. One of the main causes
for soybean harvesting loss in 0bion County is weedy field conditions.
Three years ago our Agriculture
Engineers checked nine (9) soybean fields at random in Obion
County and in eight (8) of the fields
the loss was less than four (4) percent of the beans.
The soybean crop looks like a
bumper crop and everyone is anxiously waiting for several fields to
be combined in order to get some
kind of an accurate idea about
what the yield per acre will be this
year.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
November 9 - Annual Meeting Obion County Fair Associataion
November 15 - Parnell Garrigan
Angus Sale - Jordan, Ky.
November 16 • Feeder Pig Sale Dresden.
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Winter is just around the corner.
With it comes cold rain, ice, mud,
and snow.
We always caution our children
to wash their hands and face before meals, as a sanitary practice
and proper habits.
During fall and winter nature
DEEP RIVER
provides animals with long hair to
Echo River in Mammoth Cave is keep them warm. unfortunately
long hair grows in unwanted areas
360 feet underground.
too. Clipping of dairy cows is one
of the essentials of modern dairying. Clean, pure milk can seldom
be produced from udders with long
hair. It is practically impossible to
sterilize an udder with long hair in
the short time most of us have in
preparing cows for milking. Most
graded milk markets require producers to practice clipping, however, whether you are selling on
fluid markets, for manufacturing
milk, or just using milk at home,
you should always clip dairy cows.
It will result in a much higher
quality product!
from Kentucky
All dairymen, whether large or
6 YEARS
small have problems in producing
clean milk. Shall we look at some
HEAVEN HILL, "made from a
OLD
of the advantages of clipping and
90 PROOF
time-honored formula since
maybe you will recognize some of
1788," is truly an ALL-AMERI(OEN
LABEL)
your trouble spots. First of all,
CAN BOURBON. Due to unparalclipping reduces sediment by releled uniformity, Gentle taste,
moving dirt catching and bacteria
smooth flavcr, distinctive aroma,
infested long hair; next, clipping
Kentucky craftsmanship, fine
lowers bacteria count. Long hair
quality and moderate price, we
harbors bacteria as well as other
say:
foreign materials and the bacteria
otsvEski ,
$1,000,000 CAN'T BUY A
cannot be strained from milk as
W'
N !
BETTER BOTTLE OF BOURBON
would a leaf or stick that just haptvl hoi5a„,b0
411
pened to fall into the bucket. It just
©Heaven Hill
stands to reason that the shorter
4•••••
Distilleries, Inc.
the
hair, the fewer the bacteria can
1967
"^€4
.
1.4...
climb on. Clipping saves time and
I"
]4'
labor, because of the short hair,
Distilled And Bottled By Heaven Hill Distilleries, Inc., Bardstown, Nelson County, Kentucky
udders are easily cleaned with bacterial solutions. This makes the job
of preparation much faster and
easier. Clipping also aids in controlling. lice. In tests made at the
ACROSS
University of Wisconsin it was pro1. Dolt
venjhat overall clipping was a step
4. Coin
in the right direction in the lice
8. Color
12. Wing
control program. We do not clip all
13. Forms of
the cow in this area as they did in
transport
the Wisconsin experiment, we do,
15. Young cat
clip four stripes down the back of
17. Incentive
the cow. This, Entomologists tell
18. Pull
us, is the highway of the lice to
19. Stitch
20. German
moisture sources, and when the
article
long hair is removed they leave.
21. Seaport
Here are the areas most common23. Pronoun
ly clipped: first the tail head and
24. Through
tail, cropping the switch about hock
25. Humans
high; then the rear udder and the
26. Bag.
insides of the legs. Next clip as far
27. Artery
29. Bone
as can be reached on the under side
30. Withdraw
of the cow and fore udder. Now
32. That one
with the clipper on edge, mark a
33.Iberia
line from the milk well to the hook
35. Compass
bone. Clip the flank and the three
point
or four stripes down the back for
36. Suffix:
"Mr. Louse" and you are through.
enzyme
42. Scandina51. Slimy
23. Pass the -37. Terminate
Keep the clippers against the cow
vian money
52. Negative,
' 24. Cooking
38. Pen
.43. Specimen
at all times and NEVER stand be53. Place
'vessel
39. Stove
45. Petty,official
26. Japanese
hind the cow . . . always to one
40. Silkworm 48. Celestial glow 1. DOWN
coin
Tree
side. Dip clippers often in a 50-50
41. Consumed 50.
27. Card
la la
2. Mohamsolution of kerosene and oil. This
medan title 28. Sun's disk:
will keep the blades clean and
Egypt.
3. Make big
sharp longer.
30. Disen4. Pulled
Let's make a sanitary practice of
cumber
5. Boy's name
keeping the cow clean at milking
31. At all
6. Musical
34. Beast
time, just as we encourage our
syllable
1.- Gantry 36. Wards off
children to be clean before meals.
Answers on
38. Beer mug
8. Obtained
9. Attacker
39. Scrap
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
40. ExistencePAGE SEVEN
10. Publicize
11.French river 41. Whole
Kentucky's educational television
42.
Grains
14. File
network will include central pro44. Scruti16. Weight
duction studios at Lexington and 12
nize
19. Conceal
Don't Peek!
transmitter towers, each with an an21. Biblical
45- Pronoun
tenna and transmitting equipment.
46. Measure
name
Work has Legun on the production
47. Stroke
22. Without
homse.
44 Prrwievi
center.
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Your Questions Maysville Native
Handles Scripts
Answered
For Movie Studio.

Q-Shortly after I was separated
from service I converted my G. I.
insurance to a permanent policy. I
have kept it in force all of these
years. May I borrow money on this
policy?
A-In a word, YES.
Here's the story.
You should contact the VA office
to which you have been sending
your G. I. insurance premium to
find out the "cash value" of your
policy. Through this same office
you can then arrange to borrow up
to 94 per cent of the cash value of
your G. I. insurance policy. The interest charge on this loan will be
four per cent. Of course, if there
is already a loan on the policy for
a lesser amount, you may borrow
only the difference between the
amount of this unpaid loan and the
94 per cent cash value of your
policy. The unpaid amount of a loan
could be deducted from proceeds
to a beneficiary.
Q-My son was lost at sea during
World War II. I would like to have
a memorial marker to put in a private cemetery. Will the Army furnish one?
A-Yes. Application for the memorial marker should be made to the
office of Chief Support Service, Department of the Army, Washington,
D. C. Application forms are available at all VA offices.
Q-I draw a disability pension
from the VA. I have just received
an unexpected income as an inheritance. Must I report this now
to the VA or may I wait until VA
sends an income questionnaire at
the end of the year.
A-You should report the income
promptly when received. This will
allow the VA to determine your
correct payments for the balance of
the year and eliminate any possibility of an overpayment being
charged against your accounts.

Some of the scripts of your favorite television programs may be
supervised by a former University
of Kentucky student.
William G. "Bill" Karambellas,
30-year-old Maysville native, was
recently promoted to assistant head
of scripts at 20th Century Fox Studios, Hollywood.
Karambellas, wt.) iu proinoted
from Western Branco studio supervisor, will be in charge of operations facilities for all three branch
studios for threatricals, television
and movies.
The son of a prominent Maysville
restaurant owner, Karambellas is a
graduate of Maysville High School
and attended UK. Prior to going to
California he was employed with
the Veterans Bonus Division at
Frankfort.

UK Extension
Courses Taught
Thruout State
Fifty different classes are being
taught by University of Kentucky
Extension in several areas of the
state, with an enrollment exceeding 860.
A total of 24 classes are being
taught in the nine UK community
colleges, nine at the Madisonville
center, and 17 in various cities,
James Brown, director of the program, reports.
Classes offered are from the College of Arts and Sciences, College
of Business and Economics, College
of Education, and the College of
Engineering.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I

RURAL ROAD PROJECTS
About $35 million a year is
spent by the Kentucky Department of H-i ghways to build
new and to improve existing
rural roads, says Commissioner
Mitchell Tinder. He adds that about
20,000 miles of rural roads have
been built and improved during the
past seven years. Tinder says the
department spends more time,
work and money each year on rural
roads than on interstate highways.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Ecuadorian Students French Club Presents
Enjoy Festival Week A Talent In Acting Field
(From This F HS Kennel)

(From The FHS Kennet)

The Banana Festival is an exciting time for every twin-city citizen.
And again this year, fifteen lively,
exhuberant Latin-American students
journeyed to Fulton and doubled
the excitement.
Each one seemed to have his own
special talents just as all of us do.
They were hungering to learn as
much about the United States as
was possible in the short length of
their stay.
One of the Ecuadorian girls said
she was amazed at the friendliness
of Fulton students and how happy
we all seemed to be.
Possibly as the amigos stepped
from the bus on September 19, onto the streets of Fulton, they had a
moment of apprehension, but this
quickly vanished. The students
were taken to the homes of some of
the lovliest families in Fulton and
South Fulton. These people were
willing to accept a new member
into their family.
The weeks were filled with excitement as the amigos saw farms,
government offices, schools, and
family life in the United States.
They watched carefully, remarking
on such things as the good methods
of teaching, the pretty American
girls and the very close-knit families.
In a few weeks amigos do become a part of your family and
Fulton. Though thousands
of
miles may separate us, we will always cherish our friends in South
America. hoping that some day
these memories will strengthen the
bonds of friendship in the Western
Hemisphere.

A French Club meeting was held
at the home of Dr. Shelton Owens
on September 11, 1967. The purpose
of the meeting was for the selection
of officers.
A French skit was given by the
second year class to introduce the
first year students to the French
Club. The cast consisted of Jamie
Pawlukiewicz, Brenda Barker, Kim
Homra, Marianna Weaks, Phil
Rose ,and Shelia Owens. The skit
contained French dialogue and was
written by members of the second
year class.
A brief business meeting was
held after the program. The following officers were elected; President, Jamie Pawlukiewicz; Vicepresident, Marianna Weaks; Secretary Treasurer, Sharon Moore;
Program chairman, Shelia Owens;
and devotional leader, Marianne
Crider. The club also decided to
meet one Monday a month during
the school year.
The meeting ended with the serving of refreshments. The French
Club members are looking forward
to an interesting and enjoyable
year.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

THE P)
Friday, Saturday, Oct. 27-28
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 7:00
John Cascavetes, Mimsy Farmer
:nd at 9:00
'vqylon Jennings, Mary Frann
Nashville Rebel

The News takes plezisure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the fol.
lowiro,ft-tends:
October 28: Teddy Barclay, Clayton
October 2: Teddy Barclay, Clayton
Williams, Willodean Zickafooses
October 29: Nancy Easterwood,
Mrs. 0. M. Johnson, Fay West;
October 30: Dr. Ward Bushell;
October 31: Paul Blaylock; November 1: Ruby Mayhall, Terry Mendenhal; November 2: Ann Williams
Carter, K. Rick Dalton, Peggy Gilbert.

Sunday, Monday, Oct. 29-30
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 700
Burt Lancaster, Lee Marvin
The

Professionals
and at 9:00

Tony Curtis, Claudia Cardinale
Don
'
t Make Waves

-CLOSEDTues., Wed, and Thurs.

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

tired of being
10571•913. 033. 9c10:?u1
Sure ... you're tired of being just another
-number.
... we all are! BUT .. at the
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to check out you enjoy an individuality so
scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real hie
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM-For Excellent Cocktails, Dining, Datring
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
TtopPoraNDERFun

Telephorus: HUdson 3 4400
Teletype: 202.965-0506

Rice Agency

ODNER HOTEL

Fulton

11636 SIXTEENTH STREET. NORTHWEST

172-1341

WASHINGTON.D.C. 20010
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of Kentucky Folklore
English-sheepdog friends if they
"FOG I ES"
could see themselves forty or fifty
With so many things being said years from now as museum pieces?
about fads in dress and hair, I have Photography has been a great correviewed some of my long years rector of notions, especially as to
and have come up with a definition. the looks of people at certain times
"An old fogy is an aging new fogy." of history. I hope that all the wildThe same impulse, apparently, that est dressers of our time will have
prompts a wild young chap to over- many pictures taken and that these
step the conservative bounds of his same exhibits will be kept faithtime prompts him to cling to his fully somewhere to refute the oldown way of doing things after they men attitudes of these youngsters,
have ceased to be just the thing. say in MO. If there is any funnier
My mother, in her older, philosophi- book in existence than an old
cal days, gave me this notion. She, family album, I have yet to see it.
too, was interested in the changing Only a person with historical remanners of people and had observ- search in mind could
turn through
ed, in her long life, that faddists such a comedy book without hilariare likely to remain faddists to the ous laughter. If you want to see
end of the chapter. Some anti- what was actually worn in those
quated fellow who would come to days, how hair was fixed, and how
see us on the strength of being a easy or stiff- the victims of photosixth cousin would look to us graphy looked, then an old picture
youngsters like something out of album is great. But
imagine Father
the poorhouse. He was not neces- with that shaving-brush beard on
sarily poor, but he had gone to seed the tip of his chin! And look at
in his way of dressing and felt that Mother, short and plump when we
humanity was going downhill fast. knew her, attired in
clothes that
But Mother said he "rushed the would have graced a ballet dancer!
style" in their younger days and And the brave old ex
-Confederate in
was never satisfied to dress ap- the stiff picture that
makes him
proximately like anybody else; he look like a boy whose
voice has
must look different.
barely changed, whose beard is yet
Wouldn't it shock some of our to appear! He certainly
cannot be
the bearded, roly-poly ancient gentleman
whom
we
always
pictured,
THE PARSON SPEAKS— as so many people do, as the
same
(Continued on Page Two)
fellow in appearance in far-away
justice,
truth,
purity,
God, where
times. Some of my literary friends
the lovely, the virtuous, etc. dwell. somehow resent any picture of
Let others revel in the false, the Longfellow except the one where
impure, the unbeautiful and the he is a white-whiskered, kind-faced
vile if they must, but as Christians old gentleman, a sort of incarnayour heritage is in Christ. "Think tion of whole generations of kindly
on these things," the things that college professors and neighbormake life worthwhile and beauti- hood heroes.
ful.
Biographies of such men as LongWe see the power of purposive fellow have a way of telling how
thinking in the Upper Room at Pen- the poet was not always the kindlytecost. The disciples had met there eyed old gentleman whom we rewith one purpose and in one mind, vere. It took some unusual courage
and something happened. Instead to face a life as a poet and forof fearing and hiding in the Upper eign-language teacher a century
Room, they went out to declare to and a third ago. Born into a promithe people and the Powers of the nent family where making money
Realm that this Jesus whom they was expected to be a portion of a
(the authorities) had crucified, God normal life, he had to face opposihad made "both Lord and Christ." tion; imagine a New Englander
They jumped for joy when perse- wanting ot be a poet! And his procuted for the name they loved. fessional life was not all roses, as
Have we not witnessed the things older lives of the poet seemed to
that happen when men are in one indicate. He had to explore new
ground and even wrote his own
accord in one place!
,atmosphere" in textbooks. He had to face almost
We speak-iif the'
solid opposition from the old classmind
of
result
the
Worship; is it not
acting on mind, 'Making possible ieists; what was literature by the
for God to reveal himself? It is not side of Greek and Latin? I have enthe sense of God heightened when joyed seeing early portraits of
people meet with thoughts of pray- Longfellow and finding in them a
er and praise? On such occasions human being somewhat like us
we say "how good and how pleas- later college teachers, not an etherant it is for brethern to dwell to- eal word-maker who lived apart
and felt superior to just plain peogether in unity.
Further, there is such complete pie. I sometimes feel like saying
harmony between one's mind and ugly words about the distortion of
body, that what affect one general- literature of some of my early
ly affects the other. A man is told teachers. To them a poet was hardthat he has taken poison and he ly of earthy stuff; he sat, as in
turns pale, the thought affects the Longfellow's case, behind his bushy
white beard and looked with tender
body
When Jesus healed he often amusement at the pretty world of
sought the co-operation of the mind which he had become a god. Look
of the one to be healed. In Caper- out, young fellow, that funny hair
naum, even he could do no mighty may entangle you yet. Don't
works because of their unbelief. He imagine that you are the first daredevil to sprout hair or whiskers.
could evoke no response.
"Think on these things", the For further details, consult Grandthings of abiding worth and reality, ma's old family album.
Have the mind of Christ and we
shall be led forward to a satisfying
SUNNY SIDE UP
destiny, one that straightens the
crooked ways of life, that make the
more than $18 million
year,
Last
rough places smooth, and hastens worth of eggs were sold by Kenthe coming of a Kingdom where tucky producers, an increase of
these abiding values flourish as almost $3 million over 1965 sales,
flowers in a lovely garden. Think reports the U. S. Department of
of them, translate them to life, Agriculture.
Pray for the Kingdom and work it
out to this broken world of needy
KENTUCKY DOUGHBOYS
men; so, instead of the false, you
have the true; instead of the imKentucky supplied more than
pure and ugly, you have the pure
75,000 soldiers to the nation during
and beautiful.
World War I.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
ANSWERS TO inJZZLE
(Continued on Page Six)
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A message of importance to
all people at The Rebellious Age.
There comes a time in your life when
it seems absolutely right to rebel
against old ideas. Against all the things
(that seem to be stacked up against
your generation.
Unfortunately, religious faith Is one
of the things that may get discarded
right about now.
But should It be?
Your Faith echoes the very feelings'
you probably have right now. About

injustice. Inhumanity. Poverty. Cruelty:
Prejudice. Hate.
That's why your Faith is the very thing
you should be working with.
It can strengthen you. It can make
things happen. In yourself, and in all'
the world around. But only if you lot /4
And only If you put it to work.
President John F. Kennedy said:
"God's work must truly be Our own"
What do Ey sayt

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tbat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
sw Kentucky's newest and most modern

Jobbers of Shell Products

Nursing kerne. For reservation cN 472-3386
or write 309 North Pailcway, Fulton.

Phone 4)1-3951

Fulton

CITY DRUG COMPANY

THE CITIZE'NS BANK
Make our bank your bank

Whitnel Funeral Home

Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Hickman, Ky.

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

Phone 386-2655

offers
1). Prompt, courteous •mbulance servIc• with 2 staff members en duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.

PURE MILK COMPANY

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store or at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Union City, Tenn.

Greenfield Monument Works

South Fulton, Tenn.

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Orgennold, Tema.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Greenfield
Phone 235-2/93

Phone: 469-5414

—

Dukedom, Tenn.

"The Resell Store"
Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Dial 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Hickman, Ky.

In Operation 66 Years

'Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

472-1342

418 Lake Street

Telephone 472-2332

Hickman, Ky.

WM,

Fulton and South Fulton

Your Prescription Drug Store

•Trilld 01

W. D. Powers
Futton
Phone 472-1851

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentudcy Ave.,

Fulton

Authorised Pontiac and Rambler Christer

Phew* 472-1471
151 W. State Line

Phone 479-2/71

Canine Scrapbook

(Ed's note: There is always some
type left over after we print each
ssue of the Fulton High School
"Kennel". So that the youthful
vriters won't get discouraged over
'heir laborious efforts that didn't
aet in their school paper, we introAuce this column of "odds and
ends" left over from the current
ssue.)
LETTER TO EDITOR
There are a few items which I
could like to bring to your attention. They concern the faculty and
milding here at FHS.
I would like to start off by asking
vho the fool is every year that auhorizes the varnishing of the
iesks. There is a slight improvenent over the previous years be:!ause they didn't just put it on the
mck of the desks. But they made
ip for it on the tops. Everytime a
student gets up, there goes the skin
iff his forearm.
Tam sure that everyone knows
who has the raciest . classes in
school. Why it's good ole Mrs. Benlett, with her S. T. P. oil additive
reatment sticker on her wastemsket.
Mr. Bushart is really 0. K. from
xhat I hear. But if you ask him a
mestion after his statement very,
,•ery quickly, well it sort of tends
o stump him. Speaking of Mr. B.,
hat makes me think of Mrs. Cardsell. Everyone knows that Mr. B.
ind Mrs. C. are cousins. Who
mows if that's good or bad? After
we already have a husbandvife gossip team; now maybe we
2an get the cousins working at it.
Tsn't everyone glad Mrs. C.'s
smiling face is with us again?
All the students who picked first
lour study hall last spring really
'lad the wool pulled over their eyes.
That first day when they saw who
vas sitting behind the desk. And
;peaking of study halls . . . I beieve all the fifth hour students will
W ready for Mr. Maddox by miderm. At least in his study hall a
student is allowed to quietly lay his
wad down on the desk. Why even
wir new principal, Mr. Snider, used
o let some students lie down with
heir feet extending across the aisle
o the next desk.
Boy oh boy, hasn't that man
•hanged? After that speeTh on regstration day, I thought this place
vas a monastery. I believe he
.cared more seniors than he did
reshmen!
I sure don't want to slight the
iencil sharpeners; or whatever it
3 they're called. To say the least,
hey don't work too good. But what
lo you expect from used equipnent? We all know that they are
etired meat grinders. Of course,
iur school is run on a strict budlet, but if the faculty would only

get the deposit on all the empty
Coke bottles in the basement I'm
sure there would be enough money
for at least one NEW sharpener.
And it should go to the study hall.
WOE the poor freshmen, everybody always picks on them. Here's
a little hint for them. The big dictionaries in the study hall are to
stay half open always. That means
that they are never to be closed.
Well, my hand is getting awfully
tired. And as I read over my work
I find that I've left out three people. Mrs. Gathers is one. I just
don't know what to say about her.
She hasn't been here long enough
to really let us know about her.
But, before the year is up, she'll
get hers.
Secondly, there is Mrs. Steele.
Well, what could anyone say about
her? And last but not least, good
ole sweet lovable Mrs. Johnson.
She's the kindest and most wonderful person in the school. And besides that she has to approve and
censure this masterpiece.
THE END
Oh-OH! What's this? Mrs. DeMyer has somehow been lost in the
shuffle. The reasnn is because she
always is hiding in the basement.
Just Joe

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding mahine and electric floor polisher.
:xchange Furniture Co.
HELP WANTED MALE OR FEIALE: WANTED AT ONCE—Deal• to supply consumers with RawSgh Products in Fulton Co. or City
f Fulton. Experience unnecessary.
Vrite Rawleigh, Dept. KYJ-1071-80,
,reeport, Ill.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Loot service business for sale, doing
ood business; top-rated company;
-ecords will prove GOOD income.
'erms can be made for the right
wrson. If interested, write "Busi'ess Opportunity", Box 307, Care
f The News. All replies held in
trict confidence.

Mexican General: Tijuana Brass
Archaeologist: A man whose career lies in ruins

Capial rules can help you write
english like its right.
Follow these roles, and you won't
never be wrong.
Don't use no double negative.
Make each pronoun agree with
their antecedent.
Join clauses good, like a conjunction should.
About them sentence fragments.
When dangling, watch your participles.
Verbs has to agree with their subjects.
Just between you and I, case is
important too.
Don't write run-on sentences they
are hard to read.
Don't use commas, which are not
necessary.
Try to not ever split infinitives.
It's important to use your apostrophe's correctly.
Proofread your writing to see if
you any words out.
Correct spelling is essential.
CANINE CUT-UPS
You can certainly tell that the
FHS students are truly happy to be
back at school this year by the expressions on their faces as they
come dragging in each morning be-

NOTICE
I will be in Fulion at City Hall from 8:30 A. M.
to 4 P. M. on Friday, October 27th to collect Stale
and County Taxes.

James"Buck" Menem,Sheriff
Fulton County, Kentucky

Majorettes Of FHS
Attend Summer Camp

ON THE TRAIL—Kentucky State Parks offer some
of the best hiking opportunities in the nation, a fact
to which this group will attest. More than 80 miles of
well-marked trails meander through 16 State Parks.
Naturalists at five parks conduct daily hikes to points
of particular interest, exploring rock formations and
identifying wildflowers and shrubs. Many trails have
historical significance.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)

There will be some of you who will tsk-tsk this
remark as something Jo dreamed up. It's the truth
if I ever told it. Ask any of my class-mates.
Understand now, I'm not poking fun at college
t)
educations. No, siree. But when it cc
and good government, and knoviTi_ ,g 7-hit tie people need and want, you just give it to a guy with the
know-how and the experience and you'll see what
happens.
And you'll see what will happen in November
when Henry Ward wins and a nunn-happy Chandler gets his come-uppance agin.
See you this week-end I hope. It will be a nice
family reunion, Mary Jo and R. Paul and I will join
Paul and Mrs. Westpheling (his mother) for a pleasant week-end. Paul's mother is cooking him up
some meals, I hope.
Keep them cards and letters coming.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following weer paients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday.
October 25:

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
A reunion of seven classes of
Torn Hales, Mrs. Vernon Robey,
graduates who joined the ranks of little Billie Bowles, Mrs. James
the alumni at five-year intervals Legate, Mrs. Jimmy Jones, Fulton;
will be one of the principal features Mrs. Ruby Winfrey, Paul Wade,
of Homecoming Saturday, October
little Ricky Cavitt, South Fulton;
28, at The University of Tennessee Mrs, llerschel Hicks, Noble Jones,
at Martin.
Pilot Oak; Mrs. Floyd Crass, JewBeginning with the first class,
Gilliam, Kimberly Gilliam,
ell
memthat of 1927, classes whose
Mrs. Frances
Valley;
Water
together
get
to
bers are scheduled
Pearce, Wingo; Fred Elliott, Clin1947,
1942,
1937,
1932,
are those of
ton; Forrest George, Cadiz; Mrs.
1952 and 1957.
Russell Cruce, Route 4, Union
The day's activities will begin City.
with Continental breakfast for all
alumni from 9 to 10:00 a. m. at the
FULTON HOSPITAL
U ;1'.• •rsity Center.
Mrs. ()la Kimbel. Mrs. James
Fir the first time in a number
Wooten,
of years, no nlon:day luncheon and Cheatham, Mrs. J. N.
program will be held. The Univer- Gene Howard, Mrs. Lucille Bard,
sity Center Cafet sria will be open Glynn Jobe, Mrs. Dula McDade,
from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. to serve Fulton; Jackie Wood, Mrs. Alva
alumni, students and visitors. Tak- Morris, Mrs. Ophelia Helm. Mrs.
Paring part in the annual parade, Clella Field, Mrs. Quin Ella
Perry,
which will begin at 11 o'clock, will ham, South Fulton: Teresa
be 22 floats and decorated cars Mrs. Kay Parnell, Mary K. Johnsponsored by campus clubs and or- son, Route 1, Fulton; J. R. Pruitt,
Mrs. Mary Louise Counce, Mrs.
ganizations.
The center piece of the day will Joyce Croce, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
be the football game at 2 o'clock Hattie Anderson, Route 3, Fulton;
between the UTM Vols and the Ernest Burns, Mrs. Gorthe Allen,
Middle Tennessee State Blue Raid- Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Herman
ers. Miss Linda Jessup of Union Parks, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Doris
City will be crowned Homecoming Dockery, Route 1, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Queen at half-time ceremonies. A Marcella Ilancock, Mack Brown,
coffee will be held for alumni at Route 1, Water Valley; Mrs. Dow
the University Center after the Gillium, A. A. McGuire, John
Smoot, Dukedom; Mrs. Elanor
game.
The activities of the day will end Thorp, Wingo Route; Leon Grissom, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Stella
smith the Homecoming Dance.
Jar kson, Route 2, Wingo; Mrs.
Thelma Bugg, Clinton; Mrs. Lena
SINGING CONVENTION
Myatt, Route 4, Clinton; Mrs.
The 22nd annual Kentucky State Frances Wroten and baby, Union
Singing Convention will be held City; Allen Cunningham, Route 4,
is!a day night OCober 28 beginning Dresden; Victor Busby, Detroit,
It 7:00 PM CST and Sunday Octo Mich.
ber 29 beginning at 10:00 AM CST
in the Goodnight Auditorium at
Franklin, Ky. More than twenty
Gospel singing groups from Kentucky. Tennessee, Indiana, Ohio,
and Georgia are expected to attend
this singing. There is no admission
charge.
Transpar•nt

(Continued from Page One)
STORM
award In 1958 Chief Paduke Post
WINDOW
presented him an award for distinguished service contributions to
35
II foot
the Junior American Legion basear2
Plattit thee • fibre Mewl fin, • Neils
ball program in the Paducah area.
RIAD/. TO TACK ON
A member of the Baptist church,
he is married to the former Marie
Cauhorn of Mounds City, Illinois.
The couple hive one child, Marietta
Sue, 18, who is attending the Uni- Lake Street
Phone 472-1101
versity of Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson will make
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
their home at 408 Eddings Street.
QUALITY
cellor of U-T Martin, welcomes the
4.11P,, WINDOW
group at 7:45 p. m. following an
MATERIALS
old-fashioned barbecue on the patio
*FOLD IN NEAT - KEEP OUT COLD
of the University Center.
Cheap', OM 14 glass—For 5•••••••
Doors Si Viender.•, Porch Engle
Mrs. Mildred Payne, president of
FLEX.O.GLAS
the Folklore Society and assistant
professor of English at U-T Mar• LASSO- NET
tin, will be in charge of the two• W R•0•GLAS
day meeting. Ralph Hyde of Middle
Tennessee State University is secEEN-GLAS
retary of the society and editor of
Crystal Clear
FLEX-0-PANE
Tennessee
"The
its official organ,
Shaturproof Pfatic
Folklore Bulletin."
Only
Governor Buford Ellington has
issued a proclamation designating
Phone 472-3323
Main Street
November 4 as Tennessee Folklore
Day.

Fulion Hdwe. & Furn.

eTOP

MAKES YOUR HOME

33e wINIER-TIGHt,

This is the first time the members of the Folklore Society have
selected a location for holding their
annual meeting in an area outside
Middle Tennessee.

It's Homecoming
Time At UK On
Saturday, Nov.4th
A full day of events is planned
for University of Kentucky alumni
and friends returning to the campus
on Saturday, Nov. 4, for the annual
Homecoming celebration, according
to Bernie Shively and his homecoming committee.
The highlight of the day is the
football duel between the UK Wildcats and the West Virginia Mountaineers from Morgantown, set for
2 p. m. on Stoll Field.
The day's events will get under
way at 8:30 a. m. with registration
at the Alumni House, just across
newly-paved Rose Street from Stoll
Field. Registration will last until
noon.
A picnic lunch will be served
from 11 to 1 in the area between
the football field and the Student
Center. Hot dogs and brownies will
be featured. The picnic will be
cancelled in case of inclement weather.
An alumni reception will be held
after the game at Alumni House.
Pianist Allen Stanfill will play,
while refreshments are served.
The annual Alumni Homecoming
Dance will be from 9 p. m. until 1
a. m. at the Phoenix Hotel. The
Chet dine Band will play. Admission is $2 per person.

Ala In or .,,d
air\ewe:

20-

WI'
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1966

1946

/966

1966

1966

1966
1965
1965

Plastic

HARVEY—

It's Fiddlin', Pickin' and Singin'
Time As Folklore Society Gathers

How Americans have thought,
felt and acted when they were happy and when they were sad will be
Attention! At ease! These were subjects for discussion November
the sounds the Fulton High major- 3-4 when the members of the Tenettes were hearing this summer, nessee Folklore Society get together
while attending camp at Austin for their annual pow-wow at The
Peay State University, Clarksville, University of Tennessee at Martin.
Fiddlin' and Pickin', harmonica
Tennessee.
playing, blues singing, rendering
The camp was under the direction folksongs to the accompaniment of
of Dr. Aaron Schmidt, director of the dulcimer and autoharp, and
Austin Peay's band. The classes talk about hootenannies will bring
were taught by the majorettes and to mind some of the' traditional
drum majors. Sessions lasting from customs of the American people
8 a. m. until 4 p. m., consisted of from pioneer times to the present.
Marlin and
Students from
such classes as: solo twirling,
corps twirling, dance twirl, dance Memphis State University will
demonstrate play party games and
and others.
folk dancing at the Friday evening
In the evenings those attending session.
took part in open discussions, exOn the cultural side will be the
hibitions, and observed a film on presentations of papers on hunting
marching techniques. There was lore a la Chaucer, folklore and
also a water show put on by the Macbeth, and a hail and a farewell
campers.
to the one.roomed school.
An "In Memoriam" to the late
All the attending majorettes and
drum majors were housed in the Harry Harrison Kroll will be prestuUniversity's dormatories and each sented Ey one of his former
had access t, all school facilities. dents, Professor Roland Carter of
past
On the final day there were con- the University of Chattanooga,
tests held and trophies awarded to president of the Tennessee Philolothe winners. These contests were gical Association.
Mr. Kroll, internationally known
judged by former drum majors and
majorettes as well as the present writer of 30 novels and numerous
short stories about the South, was
ones.
of the U-T Martin English DeFulton High School representa- head
partment for 20 years. He died at
tives to the camp were: Gail BusMartin in June, 1967.
hart, Julie Powell, Susan Bard, DiLeading up to the "In Memoanne Harrison, majorettes; Ginger
Edwards, Vicki Campbell, alter- riam," another of the late Mr.
nates ,and Mike Yates drum major. Kroll's proteges, Jesse Stuart, the
Kentucky author, will be the subGail Bushart
ject of a paper entitled "Jessie
Stuart and the Tradition of Humor," presented by Mrs. Mary W.
Clark of West Kentucky University. Mrs. Clark is co-editor of the
Kentucky Folklore Record and
president of the Folklore Section of
William Burnette, son of Mr. and the South Atlantic Modern LangMrs. W. P. Burnette, has been uage Association.
awarded a graduate assistantship
Others from out of state who will
in history at Murray State Univer- present papers are Dr. George Bossity, according to announcement well of the University of Missismade by Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell, sippi, Tennessee Folksongs; Dr.
head of the history department.
Gordon Wilson of West Kentucky
He will serve as substitute teach- University,
One-roomed
"The
er and will order books through the School, Hail AO Farewell," Dr.
library for other teachers in the James Byrd and Don Hatley, both
department.
of East Texas State University,
He received his Master's degree "Hootennanies or Hate-nannies"
in Education last summer and is and "A Novelist's Use of Folklore,"
presently working on his Master's respectively.
in history.
The program will get started FriBurnette and his wife, the former day, November 3, when Dr. Archie
Lynne Holloway of Fulton, reside R. Dykes, vice president of The
in Murray.
University of Tennessee and chan-

Burnette Named An
Assistant At MSU

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 26, 1967

7 Classes Gather
For Homecoming
Saturday At UTM

Bird sanctuary: The White House

Peeples: Smith, you're still wearing
your long winter underwear.
Smith: Marvelous, Peeples, marveCHEERLEADER CAMP
lous. How did you deduce that?
Hey, Hey Hey Hustle-Hustle; Peeples: Elementary, my dear
S-p . . . i-r . . . i-t, we've got the
Smith, you've forgotten to put on
spirit, well let's hear it! Familiar?
your trousers.
You have probably heard these
chants plus many more since the
The brain is a wonderful machine.
cheerleaders returned from Cheer- It begins working as soon as you
Kenget up in the morning and autoleader camp at Lexington,
tucky. Anyone can tell by these matically stops when you are called
they
on in class.
chants, songs, and cheers that
had a "rip roaring" time during
Kenof
University
Mr. Beadles: You know it cost me
their stay at the
$5,000 to send my boy to college.
tucky.
They came bouncing home with Friend: So what?
unbound honors. Along with being Mr. Beadles: All I got was a quarterback.
one of the sharpest dressed squads
at the five day camp, ribbons of
precision and excellence befell Traffic Policeman: You saw Mrs.
Cardwell driving toward you. Why
them. Their winnings of one thirddidn't you give her half the road?
place ribbon, two second place ribbons and a first place ribbon are Red: I was going to, just as soon as
I decided which half she wanted.
now located in the trophy case in
the High School.
sentOf all these honors the most Mrs. Bennett: Rephrase this
ence; He was bent on seeing her.
coveted prize of all, the Spirit
Jimmy King: Er, urn, uh, . . . The
Stick, was awarded to the cheersight of her doubled him up.
leaders. This great honor was given
to them for having the most pep
Fred Shelton: Boy, I sure wish
and enthusiasm. That day was a
George Washington had been
very memorable one for many reaborn in June.
sons. One reason could have been
Roma: Why's that?
that the six girls were required to
Fred: Because that is what! put on
keep the stick with them at all
my history test.
times, while sleeping, eating, etc.
It was concluded that all this trouCowboy: My name is Tex.
ble was worth it.
Dude: You must be from Texas.
Each of the cherleaders had a Cowboy: 4,10, I'm from Louisiana. I
different opinion as to the best part
just got tired of people calling
of the camp, but each agreed it was
me, "Hey Louise."
the best camp ever! They hope that
the students of FHS will reap the
benefits of this memorable week.
DON'T DANGLE NOTHING

Page 8

fore first period. Of course if you
are, not lucky enough to have your
first class with either Joe H. or
Ruth Ann B. you don't know how
exciting your first class can be.
Since they never get there until 8.30
every morning.
I'm sure that everyone is starting
this year with great expectations
and each one is looking forward to
something for the coming year.
Freshmen-dating
Sophomores-?
Juniors - going to K&N for lunch
Seniors - May
Mr. Snider - 50 percent fewer names
on the check out pad than ever before.
Here's warning to all people who
go strolling past the school about
12:00 noon. Don't. However, if you
disregard this warning don't be
alarmed if you're trampled to
death. It's only the football boys
trying to outrun the entire school to
the cafeteria.
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DRAFT FREE
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For-Windows,
Doors, Porches,
Breezeways
Cut With Shears
Tack Over Screens
Genuine FLEX-0-GLASS is the only
plestic window material that carries
2 year guarantee.The name
FLEX-0-GLASS is printed on the
edge for your protection.
to Hardware d Lumber
Ivorywhoro
Plastic

FLEX()

Only
•CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT,TACK, SEW or SE/U. 33t
• HUNDREDS OF USES
Ii,, ft
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wIlinnwrOLiit

air),

WM4 POOMTIMIS
FINIVIVO MOWS

57014
11.111410US

1958
1957
1955
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Builder's Supply, Inc.

)
C:4::•%1 t ?OPP

501 Walnut

Phone 472.1434

1966
1966
1965
1963
1961

Distilled higher to mellownes
Dee char.harrel for smoothness.
The only "Mellow Me 11.1” Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.

e anatomy of
Kentuc 's
No.lBo on.WiL $1 "
55

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Boitled.In.gond,
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.

•

Mrs. Dunn Is
Honored By
WSCS Circle

t. 26, 1967

—MemFULTON, Ky.
bers of Circle Four of the Woman's Society of Christian Service
of Fulton honored Mrs. Henry
Dunn with a coffee at the home
of Mrs. Max McDade, Dogwood
Lane.
Mrs. Dunn, a member of the
circle, will be moving to Georgia
in the near future to join her
husband.
The circle presented the honoree with a gift. She also received a recipe book containing
a favorite recipe from each
member.
Those attending were Mesdames Dunn, George Comes,
Bob Peterson, Gaylon Varden,
Johnny McConnell, John Henson,
Johnny Jones, Joe Sanders,
Gene Baker, Tom Templeton and
Bill Fossett.

60 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
Car
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63 CHEVROLET Belair, 4-door,
automatic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief wills
air and power; low mileage
59 OLDSMOBILE 4-door Sedan,
61 OLDSMOBILE F-85 station
wagin; automatic; clean
61 PONTIAC 2.dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
00 FORD 4-door sedan
59 OLDSMOBILE 4-door Sitcl•n
a clean, local car
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
V8,
58 CHEVROLET 4-door
automatic
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Of interest to Homemakers

Lustre To Its Bronze Shield
Symbolizes New Look Of Murray State
only "The Grand Old Man"
could tell it. Here is the letter,
written from Hotel Russell. London, and dated August 5, 1931:
"The Murray Shield at
Westminster Abbey"
"Today while wandering
through the hall of the immortals in Westminster Abbey,- I
came upon a familiar symbol, a
shield carved in stone bearing
three stars. I paused in glad surprise. I had seen that shield ten
thousand times. I could not be
mistaken. IT WAS THE MURRAY SHIELD.
"Above it, carved in marble,
was the figure of a man of heroic
size, wearing a wig and the
gown of the Chief Justice of
Great Britain. Below it was this
inscription:
'Here Murray long enough
his country's pride
Is now no more than Tully
or than Hyde.'
'Foretold by Pope and fulfilled
when William, Earl of Mansfield., died full of years and
honors. Of honors he declined
many. Those which he accepted
were the following:
'He was appointed Solicitor

King Named
Macaroni

20-25 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
North bypass; Ky.

ALWAYS
'IN TUNE
WFUL
WITH YOU

ROME — An Italian king was
so fond of a certain food that
he named it "macaroni," which
means "my dear little ones."

side

4
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1966 BUICK Special 4-door sedan, VI, power steering, air conditioned; blue outside, blue vinyl interior; local car, Ky. tags;
we sold it new.
1966 BUICK Gran Sport 2-door hardtop, VI, 3-speed in floor, red
in color; a local car, Tenn. title, a new car trade-in, one own
Cr. We sold it new; a real sporty car!
1966

BUICK Skylark 4.door hardtop, power steering, air conditioning, local Ky. car, one owner; blue in color. We sold it
new. Has under 20,000 miles.

General 1742, Attorney General
1754, Lord Chief Justice and

hardtop, gray bottom with
black vinyl top; power and air conditioning; one owner, Ky.

1966 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door

sold it new. One owner ,new car trade-in; white outside with

Ft. Plastic t
tV 3 x 6STORM
V

red interior.

t

lags; new car trade-in.
1966 CHEVELLE 4-door Malibu, V11, powerglide; Tenn. car; we

WINDOWS

we sold it new.
1966 FORD F•irl•ne convertible, VI, Fordomatic, blue in color, a
local car. Tenn, title, new car trade-in.
1965 PONTIAC Bonneville 2-door hardtop; power and air condi-

'ran spa rent

1965

STORM
N CIOW

35
hoot
Mewl awl • Noils
'ACK ON

• &

Furn.

Phone 472.1101

E GENUINE
P

QUALITY

uN DOW
ATERIA LS
- KEEP OUT COLD
glet•—fer SIoNN

LEX"0"GLAS

iLASS•ONET
NYRO- GLAS

;CREEN•GLAS
:LEX-0•PANE

STON CO.

tioning; Ky. papers, local car. New car trade-in.
CHEVROLET Belair 4-door sedan, VI, powerglide, air con-

ditioning, red inside and out; we sold it new. Tenn. title.
1964 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan VI, straight thift, white in color;
new car trade-in.
1964 CHEVROLET Biscayne 4-door sedan, 6-cyl, straight shift,
beige in color. Low mileage, plastic seat covers, Tenn. title;
we sold it new.
CHEVROLET Impala 4-door sedan, VI, power-glide, maroon
inside and out; Tenn. title; we sold it new; new car trade-in.
1964 CHEVROLET Impale 4-door sedan VI, powerglide, power
steering, green, air conditioning; Tenn. title; new car trade1964

in.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door hardtop vs, powerglide, gray
outside, black interior, Ky. car, local; new car trade-in.
1964 FORD Galaxit 500, 2-door hardtop VII, Fordomatic, gray,
Term. title.
1963 CORVAIR 2-door Monza, 4-speed, brown, bucket seats.
1963 OLDSMOBILE F-85 4-door sedan, white, Ky. papers.
1963 CHEV.ROLET Impala 4-door sedan, local car, V8, powerglide, power steering, air conditioning, green, Tenn. title;
1963

new car trade-in.
BUICK Special wagon,

power and air conditioning; beige

1961

in color.
PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door VI, power steering and brakes,
air conditioning, white outside; Tenn. car.
OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door hardtop, power and air, new Car

1961

trade-in; local car, Ky. tags.
OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door hardtop, power, Ky. tags; white.

1961

Phone 472-3323

. —OLDER MODELS —
1956 OLDSMOBILE 2-door
1958 CHEVROLET 2-door
RAMBLER
1959
4.1Loor
FORD
1957
1955 PLYMOUTH

Other Cars Not Listed!

— TRUCKS —
1966 CHEVROLET pickup, long wide bed, 6-cyl, power steering
and brakes, powerglide, brown, one owner, Tenn, title, traded

pply, Inc.
Phone 472-1434
•

in on new '68 model.
1966 CHEVROLET pickup, long wide bed, V8, powerglide, red
with white, one owner ,new car trade-in; Ky. tags.
pickup, long wide bed, 6-cyl, straight shift,
CHEVROLET
1966
white, Ky. tags.
DODGE van, 6-cyl, stick, yellow, Ky. tags.
1965 FORD van 6-cyl. Fordomatic, blue, Ky. tags.
stick, Ky. tags.
1963 CHEVROLET pickup, short wide bed, 6-cyl,
Tenn. title.
body.
van
white,
6-cyl,
truck,
2-ton
CHEVROLET
1961

1966

SHINING TTIE SHIELD — The Shield of the
"House of Murray" is being polished in a
simple yet meaningful ceremony. Cadet Jim
Jimerson applies the polish. With him is
Preston Ordway, business manager of Murray University. The ceremony involving the
Shield which is above the entrance to the
By L. J. HORTIN
MURRAY, Ky. — Symbolizing
ita "New Look," Murray State
University is adding lustre to the
bronze shield that adorns the impressive doorway to the library.
On Murray State's first buildings, the Shield was engraved
with three stars, signifying
"Aim, Endeavor, and Achievement." A first president, Dr.
John W. rr adopted the design
as the pe anent emblem and
insignia o the institution. The
official yearbook of the campus
has always carried the title.
"The Shield."
The University got its name

USED
OR

MSU library is symbolic of a "new look"
for Murray State. Jimerson, sophomore, is
from Paris. Ordway, lieutenant colonel in
the Army (ret.) Is the son of the late G. P.
Ordway who was a regent of Murray State
for four years. The library was completed
In 1931 when Mr. Ordway was on the board.

from the city of Murray, which
was named for the Hon. John L.
Murray, member of Congress
from the First District. The city
was incorporated in 1644. According to John McElrath Meloan, John Murray was born and
buried in Wadesboro in Calloway
County.
After the new "normal school"
was named the "Murray State
Normal School," President Carr
and his advisers (about 1923)
decided to adopt the shield with
the three stars as Murray's official insignia.
The Shield was engraved on
the first building, constructed in
1924 with $100,000 contributed by
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County. Known for years as the
"Administration Building," the
structure has recently been
named Wrather Hall in honor of
Acting President M. 0. Wrather.
In 1931, Dr. Carr, while "wandering through the hall of im-
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GET YOUR DEER THIS SEASON I
With A .303 Enfield Sporter - - Limited Supply
Legal in Ky. and Tenn. (Except Weakley Co.)
This is probably the most popular high powered 3
3
Rifle made and you can get ammo anywhere.
3
DEER CALLS $1.50
DEER LURE $2.00 Bottle
Hard Nose Ammo
$7.95 Per Hundred

Rad/toad Salvage efustimuti#
456 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Money

JOYS
65 MUSTANG, one-owner Fulton car, small eight, automatic, white with blue interior
65 FORD Fairlane 500 2-door
automatic,
289,
hardtop
bucket seats, and console,
one owner, 26,000 miles;
dark maroon with black
vinyl interior
65 MERCURY Comet Caliente,
289, 4-speed, one owner; red
with black interior; bucket
seats and console
8,
4-door sedan
64 FORD
straight shift, solid grey
with blue interior
63 FORD Fairlana wagon, 8,
automatic, air conditioned,
one owner, Fulton car
63 FALCON sedan, local car
we sold new, 6, straight
shift, white with blue interior
62 RAMBLER Classic 6 sedan,
straight shift, factory air,
one owner; light green

The charm and grace of colonial
days is captured in this beautiful
-Amherst" heirloom spread.
Bullion fringe trim. White and
colors. Full size.

NOT A SALE!
Just Every-Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
$29.95
Metal kitchen cabinets
$20.95
Metal wardrobes
$37.50
5-Piece dinette set
$82.50
2-Piece living room suites
Bedroom suite complete with box spring
__ $154.50
and mattress
$19.95
3-Piece living room table set
$3.99
9 x 12 Linoleum rugs
$17.95
Boston Rockers
$37.50
Swivel Rockers
of
choice
with
suites
dinette
Large selection Maple
up
$109.95
7-piece,
chairs. 5-piece and
Large selection General Electric small appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH.

G&H Discount Furniture

Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Ky. 307 just off by-Pass, Fulton, Ky.

•

mortals in Westminster Abbey"
in London, "discovered" the
original Murray Shield. He was
convinced that the shield on the
Murray State campus came directly from the heraldic three
starred shield of William Mur
ray, Earl of Mansfield and Lord
Chief Justice of Great Britain.
In a letter to the writer in
1931, Dr. Carr told the story as

YARDEN
FORD SALES
PROOF

t

6 For $1.00

1966 CHEVY II NOVA 2-door hardtop, 6-cyl, straight shift, white'
with red trim inside; Ky. tags. One owner, new car trade-in;

Plastic

Baron of Mansfield 1756, Earl of
Mansfield 1776. Born at Scone
2d March 1704. Died at Kenwood
20th March 1793.'
"No, I was not mistaken. I
was standing before the monument of William Murray and
gazing at the heraldic shield of
the Earl of Mansfield.
"But as I lingered, my thought
went out to another Murray—a
new Murray across the seas—a
Murray which has the same
shield carved on its walls and
wrought in its windows and written on the tablets of the hearts
of its students. The old Murray
stands amid the shadows of the
illustrious dead; the new Murray basks in the sunlight of the
living."
John Wesley Carr
London, Aug. 5, 1931
Dr. Carr, who died in 1960 at
the age of 100, was forever talking about the "spirit of Murray." If he were o nthe campus
today, he would smile approvingly to see the star-bedecked
shield become once again bright
and shining "in the sunlight of
the living."

4th and Ky.Ayes. Fulton, Ky.

Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Varden

.
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I ENJOY SEVEN CHANNELS 1
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•

DIAL 472-1424 For Cable Installation To Your Home I Wofitul:tviColko:

Sets'

MOTHERS SEE ADVANTAGE
OF SLIDING GLASS DOORS

TENNESSEE VALLEY REGION
EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
1933 -1966

Fulton, Ky.

NEW ADVANCE
IN SCIENCE
A new method of making glass
will result in lower cost to the
homeowner and extra safety for
his entire family.
The flattest tempered glass
and the best optical properties
available by mass production
methods are two of the scientific advances achieved by the
inventors of the new manufacturing process, PPG Industries
(Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.).
The design at left shows one
step in the making of tempered
safety 'glass. Here, the molten
glass is drawn up by rollers in
a continuous sheet while it
hardens. Reaching the cutoff
floor, it is then automatically
sliced into any desired length
for the controlled heat tempering process.
The thin, vet extra-strong
safety glass is named lierculite
K. in honor of the ancient Greek
hero. Hercules.

Keeping an eye on children playing outdoors used to
be a pain in the neck for
mother, as she had to twist
on tip-toe to peer through the
little window over the sink.
Now, sliding glass doors
give Mom a clear view of the
whole back yard with just a
glance. And Herculite. K, a
strong thin safety glass used
in many sliding patio doors,
protects youngsters who
might bump against the glass
-added insurance for
mother's peace of mind.
Cotton canvas, top fabric
for tents and awnings, is
now popular in women's
wear.

la,

For temporary relief of minor symptoms due to the common cold

• Time eapectotents help dissolve
congestion
• Contains no narcotics oi antihistamine
• Sale even tor
two yew olds •
• Delicious wild
chette hero,
'Used as 011Kit

ADO1T ‘0
SPECIAL HOLIDAY MENU—Succulent baked ham,
here being served by State Parks chef Robert Wilson
of Frankfort, will be featured at eight Kentucky State
Parks on Thanksgiving Day. Also including entrees
of turkey and roast beef, the special menu will be
served from noon until 7:30 at these parks: Kenlake, Kentucky Dam Village, Cumberland Falls, General Butler, Jenny Wiley, Lake Cumberland, Natural
Bridge and Rough River Dam.

MAYFIELD, Ky.,
The Sheffield, Ala. marching
band took both the Class A title
and recognition as the best parade band here today at the 7th
Annual Kiwanis Marching Band
Spectacular.
Twelve bands took part in the
event in addition to the Mayfield
High School Band, which was
host.
The band show began with a
parade in the afternoon and
wound op with the marching
competition in Memorial Stadium in the evening.
Muscle Shoals, Ala. and Muhlenberg Central High Schools
won the Class C and Class B
competition respectively.
Paul Davis, marching at the
head of the Central City High
School Band, won the title as
best drum major.
About 3,000 people watched
the competition in the stadium.
Runner up to Sheffield in the
marching competition was the
high school band from Ohio
County. Milan, Tenn. was third
In the Class A competition.
In Class B the bands of Lebanon and of Martin. Tenn. were

Nothing drab about today's olive shades.
Here, for example, )arman uses a rich olive-hued
brown calfskin for one of its fine Rex-Flex shoes
It superbly complements a brown suit--and you'll
revel in the special Rex•Flex comfort (soft leather
lining and built-in flexibility). Come in and see
how handsome this new Olive Brown style really is.

For Foot's Sake Buy Your Shoes
At A Shoe Store

second and third respectively.
Central City and Chaffee, Mo.
finished second and third respectively in the Class C competition.
John Hall was overall chairman of the event.

1°-°
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— WE NOW HAVE ALL NAME BRANDS SHOES INCLUDING —

*ft
College Miss Loafers
Deb Towners Loafers
Suede Loafers
P•radise Kittens

Vaneli
Dot Angelo
Town 1, Country
Andrew Geller
Gianelli
Palixxio
Nurses Oxfords (White)
Hush Puppies
SHIPMENT OF SAMPLE FLATS (SIZE
STORE HOURS —
MONDAYS Through THURSDAYS

Minor aches, pains,
headaches, stuffy
nose due to the
common cold

Thursday, October 26, 1967

FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS

V

Home Made Lasanga
Ravioli with Meat Sauce
Baked Manicotti
Chicken Breast Parmigiana
Veal Scallopine
Spaghetti with 10 different Sauces
STEAKS — CHOPS — SEAFOODS

SUNDAYS Afternoons
Hickory, Ky. — 5 Miles North Of Mayfield
Open Wed. fhru Sun. 11 a. m. to 1p. m.
(Next to Post Offic• on Highway 45)

CI:4"
Thursday Friday Saturday Specials
From WADES
Gun Case With Glass Doors
Kelvinator 30" Electric Range
Lane Maple Cedar Chest
Nylon 27" Wide Hall Runner
88c a fool
Double Bed Size Electric Blankets
$12.50
312 Coil Mattress - 312 Coil Box Spring $60.00 the set
26 Ounce Nylon Carpet
,$5.99 sq. yard
Maple Big Screen Admiral TV
$209.95
Pool Table
$88.88
GE Stereo - AM -FM Radios
$179.95
Double Oven Magic Chef Electric Range $319.95
9 x 12 Axminisier Carpets
$49.95
e

tu
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Area Speech Teachers To
Attend Workshop Oct. 28
Purchase area high school
speech and drama teachers will
participate next Saturday in a
Kentucky Speech Association inservice workshop to be held at
Hopkinsville Community College,
Hopkinsville.
The workshop director is Joseph C. Miller, director of speech
and drama at Paducah Tilghman High School.
The workshop will begin with
registration at 8:30 a.m. Arrangements chairman is Professor Neil Ward, Hopkinsville
Community College.
Dr. J. W. Patterson, president
of the Kentucky Speech Association and associate professor of
speech, University of Kentucky,
has announced that speech and
drama teachers from a twelvecounty area in Southwestern
Kentucky are expected to participate.
Consultants besides Miller include Mrs. Ruby Krider, Murray
State University; Dr. Jerry Henderson, Murray State University; and Don Pace, Murray
Training School.
The purpose of the workshop
is to provide in-service instruction directed toward the improvement of speech courses in

the secondary schools. The emphasis will be on the speech
curriculum including its relationship to extra-curricular speech
and drama activities.
The workshop will deal with
fundamentals, forensics, drama,
.
and oral interpretation.
The program, for which there
is no charge, is open to all interested teachers.

Fulton City 25,
S. Fulton 7
FULTON, Ky.—William Pickard and David Peeples led the
Fulton Bulldogs to a convincing 25-7 triumph over archrival South F'.!ton here Friday
night, with Pickard doing all
the scoring.
After a scoreless first quarter
in which neither team could
muster a serious threat, Pickard broke loose and galloped
35 yards around his right end
tor a touchdown. The kick was
not good but the Bulldogs led
6-0.
Toward the end. of the second stanza. Fulton again
crossed the Red Devil goal,
this time on a 50 yard pass

IMPORTANT

NOTICE
The City is now picking up leaves from
the curb. Pick up will continue according to
the following schedule:
Monday

West Fulton

TUESDAY

East Fulton

WEDNESDAY

East Fulton

THURSDAY

West Fulton

FRIDAY

West Fulton

SATURDAY

East Fulton

We Have Now Opened Our Christmas
Lay -Away On All Wheel Goods

play from Jim Treas to Pickard. The play was set up by
Bill Smith intercepting a pass
on the Bulldog 20 and returning
it to the 35. Two plays later the
Kentuckians were at midfield,
and then came the bomb. The
extra point attempt was no
good and Fulton led at the
halftime break 12-0.
Although South Fulton did not
score in the first half, the Red
Devils knocked at the door
once, but were turned back
when the Fulton defense stopped
them at the 15.
Things started popping early
in the second half.
South Fulton opened the half
by kicking to the winning Bulldogs, but a low kick hit a Fulton tackle in the head and
bounded back toward the rushing Red Devils who quickly
pounced on the loose pigskin
The Tennesseans could not
move the ball and found themselves in a fourth and one sit-

UN Students
Demonstrate

uation on the Bulldog 40. They
gambled by trying to push the
ball over the middle of the Fulton line but failed to gain the
needed yard.
The Bulldogs took over and
put together a strong drive to
score the third touchdown of
the game when Pickard rambled for a 20 yard run off tackle.
The following kickoff went to
the Red Devil 20 where it was
gathered in by Allen Ingram.
tie took the ball, headed toward the Fulton goal and paced
off a quick 80 yards for the only
South Fulton score of the night.
Bob Boyd kicked the PAT, and
for the rest of the third quarter there was no outstanding
offensive effort by either side.
Both teams fumbled once in
the stand-off play following the

Friday & Saturday
A - MY - Y —

A sume Forthe mama]man
By imerica's MI famous Swingers
•0R.- ,z

The Do's And Don'ts For The Married
Man Who's Thinking Single —or
The Single Man Who's
Just Thinking'

WALTER MATTHAU • ROBERT MORSE • INGER STEVENS
o^10(Lipm,
,uSt.

nI4Y.

., r

"C" rating for children, unac
companied
"NCA" rating for pictures en
which
no classification
available.

TALL

RAWLEIGH dei
once Good opport
Co. or City of Ful
unnecessary. Write
KYJ-1071-105, Frep

USED FUI
BARG]

BRUCE WEIN
30i POPLAR Si
MARTIN, TENI
TELEPHONE:

You'll like the expensive-looking tailoring in
rich, pure wool worsteds . • you'll find the
quality suit that is just right from our big selection. Best of all — you save a fistful of folding
money on this — one of America's outstanding
clothing values .. see them nowt

BEEF
TWELVE
on approvs
Top q
that will d
ducers.

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS FOR ALL BUDGETS!

Girls

Thelibrid's 7mirtortfi4ient

BEAU GESTE
TECHNICOLOR

GUY STOC.KIVELI

THE SCREEN ROCKS
WITH MUSIC, EXCITEMENT.
AND EYE-BLASTING COLOR!

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

Want to quickly
orous, well paid
ton' Only at ou
learn SOCedwritr
easyiliashorthand
bc.sndr
hoartha

bols Day or e,
Nationwide FREE
went Service
write -

• Tightly-woven, rich-bodied
virgin WOOL worstods

Road Runner

11311:222

HELP WANTSI
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"GA" rating for gonor•I audience
(family)

Furniture

uni• twin10iv i..Y•
46-1411.1,ltc

Sunday Thru Tuesday

"Y" rating for young peopiss

The Airport Machining corporation at Everett-Stewart Airport has been awarded a $1,420,1100 extension of its Army ammunition contract, V. S. Representative Robert A. Everett of
Union City notified The Messenger by telegram today.
The contract extension was
awarded the local company by

Wk 11.0E GOOD
stelanl tcepyi
rte an1 Aeseg
aannno
wr
o
g C
to
you
see
Tennessee; Phone 41

Fulton

"BATTLE OF THE
DRAG RACERS"

Week Days Open 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.

"MY" rating for mature young
Poonie

WADE'S

FRI-SAT- NIDE
DO(,)ISLE PIMSURE

Lake Street

"A" rating for adults

Westinghouse ri
• dandy
, each
Mattr
Maple-finish chi
set
Nice living room
divan and e
Two upholstered
Dandy maple lc
and chair
Brand New Club
Odd 2-piece livin
suites.
New 3-piece Oak
b•droom sui
Lamp tables
Dining room sun
Coffee table
Coffee table
Living room chi
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs,
yard; vinyl, Sr
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size
like new,
Come in and brov
have lots of barg
I lood!

The expulsion of three students at the University of Tennessee at Martin sparked a sitdown demonstration Thursday
night la front of the Ivy House,
two blocks south of Highway 22.
Associated Press reThe
ported that some 600 to BOO
students were involved but the
school's Public Relations Department said today the number
involved "was more like 100."
A spokesman for the students said the demonstration was
a protest against the expulsion of
the three students for drinking
beer in their off-campus apartment. But Dean H. B. Smith said
the three were expelled for a
"disturbance" in the apartment.
He added that the students had a
"long and bad" previous school
record.
The demonstrators sat in the
street and blocked the door to
the dean of men's office for about
an hour and 15 minutes. Martin
police drove up to the students
but, when the students failed to
move, the officers backed down
the street to observe the students
from a distance.
The protest was reported to
be quiet and orderly. The group
broke up about 10:15 after a march
around the campus, chanting.
A spokesman for the university said the demonstration broke
up after the three expelled students asked the group to disperse,
The student spokesman said
the three were expelled after
one of them was caught drinking
youths
beer with three other
In their apartment Oct. 4. He
said school rules prohibit alcoholic beverages on campus or
at social functions.
"A representative of the administration walked in and saw
the boys and, since there were
four of them, it was clAssed as
a social function," the student
spokesman said.
"Two of the boys kicked out
were not even Mere but were
kicked out for having beer in
their apartment at the social
function," he added.
The names of the expelled
released.
students were not
They were reported to be members of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity.
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Army Renews
Big Contract
For UC Firm

Expulsion Of Trio
Sets Off Protest

UNION tIT

Store
Western Auto Associate Fulton

Fulton
0 12 6 7-25
South Fulton
0 0 7 0 7
Ful—Pirknrd. 35 run, kirk no good
Ful—Pielgard. BO peon, kirk no hood
Ful—Pickard. 211 run. kick no good
S Ful Intrust. 110 kirk oft return
Vul—Pickard. 15 pass interception.

"DOOR - BUSTERS"

THEATRE

away for you
until Christmas

Peeples gained 150 yards for
Fulton and averaged six p e r
carry.
Initram led the losing cause
with his running and caught several key passes in the hard hitting game.
List year, the Red Devils won
34-1-1 in the bitter rivalry.
south Fulton's record is now

the U. S Army Ammunition
Procurement and Supply Agency
at Joliet, fli., Rep. Everett said.
The contract, the congressman added, is for 240,000 metal
parts for high explosive warheads for the 2.75-Inch rocket.

2-5 while Fulton's stands at 5-3.

FEW

DRIVE IN

You are invited
to corn* in and
make your selections now. We
will put them

long run.
In the closing minutes of the
game, South Fulton held oil a
charging Bulldog rush deep In
their own territory. They then
started passing in an attempt to
move dovadield, but three plays
later, Pickard picked off a stray
pass on the 30 and streaked for
the goal-line. David Forrest
kicked -the extra point and the
game ended 25-7.

80 Square

PAJAMAS

PRINT

97c

3yds $1.

PRINTED FLANNEL IN SIZES
3 to 6x and 7 to 14

SOLIDS AND PRETTY PRINTS
Compare At 49c Yd.

Ladies

Girls
SCHOOL DRESSES

HOUSE DRESSES

$1.50 and $3.00

2For $5.

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED
Actual Values To $6.00

Regular, Half and Large Sizes.
Easy To Laundry & Pretty Prints

P.N. HIRSCH& CO.
307 Broadway South Fulton Open 8:30 - 6, Monday thru Thursday 8:30 To 8: Fri.• Sat,

Hoists
Holstein b

Also I
calves ava

For ir
write DOI
ROUTE 3,
715-526-43
502-328-44

Walter
Complete

Madisoni

10:00 A.
INCLUDIN
11 Herc
33 Yea:
129 Co,
25 Bred
39 Ope:

Every cow i
la- 12 mon.
sale are OVI
Every anim
calf.
FARM IS L

Ammunition
[poly Agency
:verett said.
congress10,000 metal
Cralye warInch rocket.

Fulton, Ky
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wiE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look - FOR SALE - Three bedroom brick.
Leg jor real estate in this area. If Owner leaving town. Pay equity
you want to sell property, call or and assume FHA loan. 506 Forestsee Cannon Agency, South Fulton, dale. Phone 479-2162.
Tennessee; phone 479-2651.
FOR SALF:: Hens, on foot, 65c
CERTIFIED AND UNCERTIFI- each. These hens will make good
EDSEED WHEAT. Complete fer- farm flock layers, or excellent
tilitier service Southern States Ful- meat to put in your freezer for good
eating all winter. Pick them up at
ton:Co-Operative, phone 479-2352.
Floyee Copeland's, off Ky. 58 highway going west out of Clinton, Ky.,
•SELP WANTED MALE OR
or call Producer's Farm Center,
FEMALE
Clinton, Ky. at 653-2301.
RAWLEIGH dealer wanted at
once Good opportunity in Fulton
Co. or City of Fulton. Experience
unnecessary. Write Rewleigh, Dept
KYJ-10711-105, Freport, Illinois 61032

,

GOOD USED
FURNITURE

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
Westinghouse refrigerator,
$59.88
• dandy
$5.00
, each
Ma
Maple-finish chair and divan
$25.00
set
Nice living room suite, clean,
$35.00
divan and chair
$4.00
Two upholstered rockers
Dandy maple kneehole desk
$35.00
and chair
$29.95
Brand New Club Chair
Odd 2-piece living room
$10 up
suites,
New 3-piece Oak finish
$129.0
bedroom suit,
$2.50 each
Lamp tables
$25.00
Dining room suite
$7.50
Coffee table
$5.00
Coffee table
$19.95
Living room chair
$15 and up
Refriger•tors,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size electric stove,
$90.00
like new,

Ilame

Breakfast room suites, $9.95 op
Dining tables
$12.50 up
Studio couches
$21.50 up
2-Piece living room
$12.50 up
suites
$14.50 up
Chifferobes
Electric refrigerators $19.50 up
Rockers, occasional chairs
. $4.95 and up
Unfinished new desk and
$21.50
chair

Hogs being weighed by Guy Finch. Paul Butts an
Ken Winn

a

-Miss
FULTON, Ky.
Paula Durbin, daughter of Fultonian, Paul Durbin, a U.S.
Army colonel, had an interesting and exciting summer vacation, covering Vietnam by plane,
helicopter and jeep.
Miss Durbin, who lived in Fulton as a child is a 23-year-old
school teacher and she made the
trip after making arrangements
with two newspapers and with
the "Overseas Weekly" to which
she was accredited, as one of
their two reporters in Vietnam
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BEEF AND DAIRY CALVES FROM TWO TO
TWELVE WEEKS OLD, delivered directly to you
on approval. Delivery ten days after order.
Top quality Wisconsin Holstein heifer calves
that will develop into big cows and high milk producers.
Holstein bull calves that will grow into choice
Holstein beef steers, which are in big demand.
Also Black Angus, Guernsey and Brown Swiss
calves available, both sexes.
For information on prices and weights call or
write DON THEIS,PINE GROVE STOCK FARM,
ROUTE 3,SHAWANO, WISCONSIN 54166, phone
715-526-4380, or Bob Coltharp, Mayfield, Ky. phone
502-328-4450.

Walter Ruby's Evergreen Hill Farms

LEONARD N1MOY

The mast logical way to help
handicapped children is to stage
a telethon. The most logical man
to host this most logical event
is the most logical Vulcan flitting around our universe today,
Mr. Spcck of "Star Trek."
Spock, Leonard Nimoy in
everyday life, will host the Ilth
annual Lions Club "Telethon of
Stars," Nov. 11 and 12, on Channel 6.
Nimoy will step into the spot
of Ed Ames who served as host
of the program for the past two
years. Last year's telethon
sparked an all-time record
pledge of $112,735.
This year's telethon ginti is
8125,000.
The 11th annual "Telethon of
Stars" will begin at 10 p m. Nov.
11, and end at 1:30 p.m. Sunday,
Nov. 12. Handicapped children
of Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Illinois are benefitted
by the funds pledged during the
event. A group of these children,
enrolled at West Kentucky Center for Handicapped Children,
will appear on the program.
Nimoy, best known as an actor, recently completed his first
record album. He catapulted to
fame last year when "Slar
Trek" made its debut as sue
of TV's most successful new
shows. As Mr. Spock, imperturable secopd officer of the U.S.
6scrship 'Enterprise, Nimoy
quickly became one of the hottest properties at NBC. He receives an average of 2,500 fan
letters per week and is in constant demand for public appearances.
Nimoy will be joined by a host
of talent including the everpopular Miss D6rothy Olsen,
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at the time.
The purpose of the trip was
-fold-to renew her acquaintwo
tance with the country and her
friends there, and to attempt
some newspaper work. In 10
weeks she covered a great deal
of the country and was most impressed with the Korean contributions to the anti-Communist
efforts. She went into this at
some length, including several
talks with the Korean ambassador and other Korean officials.
After returning to Honolulu,
where she makes her home now,
she wrote a story of the "Korean Activity in Vietnam" which
is a vital operation there. This
article was prepared for "The
Honolulu Star Bulletin" and
"The Asbury Park, (New Jersey) Press."
Miss Durbin's father is presently serving in Vietnam and
she lived in that country from
1959 to 1961.
The former Fultonian was
graduated from high school at
Brent School (Baguic, Philippine
Islands) and then taught Engish at the Vietnamese-American Association in Saigon for a
year prior to eintering college.
It was during this period she became interested in the struggles
of the South Vietnamese, and
became acquainted with many
of the present Vietnamese leaders.
Miss Durbin began college at
the University of California,
Santa Barbara campus, then attended the University of Hawaii
a year, then Hamilton College in
New York.
Her junior year was spent in
France, studying at the University of Paris and Sorbonne. She
received her Al at the University of Hawaii in 1965, and then
a master's degree in the French
language from Yale University
in 1966. This is her second year
of teaching at a private school
(grades 1-12) in Honolulu.
Miss Durbin's full summer
Itinerary included the Philippines, Hong Kong, Vietna m,
Greece and Lebanon. She had
planned all this back in January, but by time for the trip,
every area but the Philippines
was embroiled in riot, or rebellion, so that the Greece and
Lebanon stops had to be cancelled.
Miss Durbin had her first
schooling at Fulton, as a kindergarten student at the first
class held at St. Edwards.

If you've never flown an airplane-

WWI/MAIM/4MR

Madisonville, Ky. Monday, November 6

'S

comedienne Fannie Flagg and
singer Janice Harper.
Miss Olsen, billed as the singing school teacher, will be appearing in her 10th consecutive
telethon. Her early morning appearance with children from the
handicapped center is always a
high spot in each telethon performance.
Fannie Flagg, 24, is a Southern belle who has risen to fame
on the basis of her comic talents. She is best known for her
satirical performances as Lady
Bird. Her career has blossomed
from occasioflal guest spots to
work on "Candid Camera," and
repeated performances on some
of the nation's top TV variety
programs.
Also joining the telethon ranks
as a newcomer is lovely Janice
Harper. Janice gained wide notice as a recording star with recordings of "There Goes My
Heart," "Cry Me A River,"
"Bon Voyage," and "Return My
Heart." She has appeared in
some of the finest supper clubs
in the country, and has toured
as featured vocalist with the
bands of Al Hirt and Xavier
Cugat.
Back for repeat performances
will be Bun Wilson and Cousin
Tuny, a pair of country cutups.
In addition to his humor, delivered with a Tennessee drawl,
Wilson can be counted on for
some fine singing. He is a regular on "The Ernest Tubb Show,"
which is syndicated nationally
on TV.
Cousin Tuny made her first
appearance last year, and is returning by popular demand.
Local and area talent will also
be on hand to augment the professional entertainers.
Advance gifts to the telethon
can be made by sending them
to Handicapped Children's Telethon, P.O. Box 1414, Paducah,
Ky.

'Mr.Spock'
To Head
Telethon

Complete "Guaranteed" Hereford Dispersion

10:00 A. M.CST - 237 LOTS 327 HEAD
INCLUDING:
11 Herd Bulls
33 Yearling Bulls
129 Cows, 90 with calves at side
25 Bred Heifers
39 Open Heifers
the
Every cow in the sale has produced a calf within
this
in
females
the
of
la- 12 months. Less than 5%
PEDIGREES.
sale are over 6 years old. CLEAN
or to he in
breeder
a
Every animal is guaranteed to

The above Logs belonging to Guy Finch were
fed on complete Wayne Pellets from birth to
Market.

34 Head _ _ selling weight __ 7,095 pounds
Average selling weight

Miss Durbin Visits,
Writes Of Vietnam

472-1533

Are you tired of moving your
porch or breezeway furniture
and storing them for the long
winter months ahead'?
You can turn a useless snowbound porch or breezeway into
a cozy room that can be used
for the entire winter, and you
around;
wo
Come in and browse
need not cart the furniture inhave lots of bargains not adverside. All you need is a hammer,
tised!
tacks (or the more convenient
staples) and transparent plastic material that not only keeps
the porch or breezeway warFurniture Store
mer, but also keeps the entire
Phone 472.3421
Fulton
house more
comfortable.
It s a him,
ple task to
'
jtake the glass
•
e
• -'l',substitute,
Flax-O-Glass, which comes in
rolla at your hardware or lum_„atameglealer so that the right a• ',haunt can be measured and cut
with ordinary scissors, and cut
to size. Clear as glass, it is
flexible and shatterproof.
U the porch or breezeway
has screens up here's another
chore you can skip. Just leave
the screens up and tack the
material right over them. Or
simply tack Warp's Flex-OG lass over the upright supports.
Come spring, take down the
*WC 6..14,4A ND
plastic, roll it up and put it away until next fall. You have
Want to quickly step into a glom
orous, well paid secretarial posiall the furniture in place, with
tion' Only at our school can you
your screens up; in addition
learn Speedwriting - the natural,
you have had the use of a cozy
easy shorthand that uses the
room that was lost during prefamiliar Jibes, not strange symvious winters.
bols Day or evening classes
Still another attraction that
Nationaide FREE Lifetime Place
makes the room a family benement Service Visit, phone or
fit is that this plastic, unlike
write glass, lets in Sunshine's VitaBRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
min D (Ultra Violet Rays)which
common glass filters out.
3011 POPLAR STREET
On milder winter days you
MARTIN, TENNESSEE 38231
and your family can have a
TELEPHONE: 587-7415
comfortable place to sit in and
soak up the kenefits of the sun.

Guy W Finch, Fulton,Ky. Rollie 5

The Northwest Tennessee Art Education Assn. held its first meeting in Martin (Univ.) on Sat, and selected
as its first officers (from left): Thel Taylor, UTM Martin, president, Will Stringer of Camden elementary
school -co president, Marti Eakin - Obion County High School - Public Relation, Iris Crutcher of U. C. elementary schools - secretary.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Commercial

.
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just $5
puts you
at the controls
LIFE
of a Cessna 150
For only $5 you can sit in the pilot's seat
alongside a government-licensed instructor and
fly a Cessna 150 while he explains and demonstrates how eksy a Cessna handles.
Later you'll be presented a flight log with your
first flight lesson entered ... a permanent record that is yours to keep and add to!
You can fly every day.
Or once a week or whatever your time will allow

These hogs required 264 pounds of feed for each
100 pounds of gain.

Feed cost from birth to market:
$10.54 per 100 lbs.
WAYNE FEEDS USED:

•

200 lbs. Tail Curler Rockets
2500 lbs. Wayne TC Starter
200 lbs. Wayne Hog Wormer _
11,870 lbs. Wayne Hog Developer pellets
3,985 lbs. Wayne Hog finisher pellets

00

PAA APPROVED FLIGHT SCHOOL
Everett Stewart Air Port-Union city

$747.81
Feeds were purchased from:
A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Ky.

IT PAYS TO FEED

479-264I
Broadway in South Fulion

ITS MI
IMPORTANT

NOTICE
City Taxes Are Due Nov. 1, 1967
10 percent Penalty plus 6 percnt
interest will be added after this date

City Of Fulton, Kentucky

ARE YOU THINKING OF
BUYING A NEW TRACTOR?
If So, Now Is The Time To Buy!
Come by and let us show you the most powerful line of tractors in the fields today-anything
from the 1020 to 5020 Long Green Line. Any size to

Buy now and get depreciation for 1967, and
waiver of interest to April 1st, 1968. Let us talk
with you before you buy. See N. W. Burnette or
Ed Neeley.

BURIIETTE TRACTOR CO.
51 By-PassCB Fulton, Ky.

PHONE 885-5601

$ 17.45
$126.44
$ 11.40
$451.06
$141.46

meet your needs.

TAYLOR AVIATION
CHAIA2T SERVICE

208.6 pounds

4

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, October 26, 1967
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Reelfoot

FRESH LEAN PORK

(whole)

BOSTON
BUTTS

SMOKED
PICNIC LB

4.1111.041M.0.0..04=004=1.04M1114MEW NOMOKNIMMNIMM.4 NIMMil004MPHNOWNNON1004.10.11.1M.4 NIM11.0.01111004111111,
041•1114NIMINNE1111,041M10041=111.04M100.1=1.041M.0.ailism Nomp4

NICE LEAN TENDER
REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY
SOUTHERN BELLE ALL MEAT
lb. 49c Sliced Bacon lb. 55c Pork Steak
BOLOGNA
ARMOUR STAR
FRESH
12-oz. 39c CENTER CUT
FRANKS
COUNTRY
Pork
Brains
69c
Chops
lb.
Pork
lb. 49c END CUT
BACON
GRADE A
SLAB
lb. 69c Pork Chops lb. 49c Hamburger
SLICED BACON

Jottings f

LB.
)4•1204)....4)4.104

,40.04NEND4HMI.0401W0411MMIN NOW

lb. 59c Brisket Stew lb. 29c
lb. 29c Short Ribs lb. 39c
BONELESS
lb. 39c Stew Meat lb. 69c

41...04111111100.041=1.041=1.041104)4=1.0iNliwoimi.oilio.m.4 wimmfraimm.oimo4NIIIMANIMPoiMoo.M.004M14)41MIKNIMPOOMINKMNIIMINNMPO4MW4 NIMPKHOIMB4 NMIND.4 NNW NIMM,041MM NNW

Fresh-Meaty-Lean

PORK
RIBS
SUGAR

NNW MUM(Min..011N1.0.1

Reelfoot

c PORK
LB.
LB.
LSAUSAGE
tor)
3
20
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L
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PRIDE
WON
POTATO-CHIPS 39c cORANGE-JUICE
LIMIT
PLEASE

IAP SrtalNK
MORTON'S PARKERHOUSE (Frozen) BETTY CROCKER
24 to pack 39c PIE CRUST STICKS
ROLLS
22-oz. Box KELLOGG'S
BETTY CROCKER
FUDGE BROWNIE MIX 43c CORN FLAKES 8-oz.
303 =X CAN CREAM STYLE

12-oz.
20-oz. KRAFT
39c MARSHMALLOW Cream 29c
EVEN
825C
SEis DRESSING
19c
FLAVOR 1(1ST

FROZEN 6-oz. Can

BOW WOW BRAND
DOG FOOD
25 lb. $1.99
CREST
10c
iiiiiiIEEANS

PAL
18-oz.
PEANUT BUTTER
49c
PENCHAMP PERMANENT TYPE
xe,4 Gal. $1.49
ANTI-

KREY 13-cz. CANS
(With Gravey)
49c
PORK or BEEF
6-oz.
SWEET 10
69c
LIQUID SWEETNER

FROSTY ACRES

9-oz. Paks.
FRESH -ETTE
KELLEY'S 303 SIZE CANS
CHILI with BEANS 3for 89c PEANUT BRITIIE 3for $1.(m
8-oz. SCOTTIES 200-2 PLY
E. W.JAMES BRAND
49c FACIAL TISSUES box 25c
TEA or TEA BAGS
WASHINGTON STATE RUSSETT

NEW CROP FLORIDA RUBY RED

GRAPEFRUIT 5 49c I POTATOES 101B31G 59c
5 49c I POTATOES
SA6

EXTRA. FANCY SWEET

o
D la
rds
KRAFT AMERICA'S FAVORITE

1.13. 10C

RAF FRESH
49c
2 lb. 99c ICORANGE JUICE 1/2 Gallon
VELVEETA CHEESE
32-oz.
12-oz. Tropical Assort. Flavors in throw away bat. THRIFTY BRAND
CLEARFIELD SLICED
KRAFT BLACKRIND LONGHORN
6for 45c LIQUID DETERGENT 39c
4k DRINKS
SHARP
12-oz. 69c AMERICAN CHEESE
/
7
i
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We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantity
(None Sold To Dealers
Shop E. W. James and Sons The Store That Brought High
Food Prices Down in The South Fulton Trading Area
L114M0(14=1.(141.0.6/2.1.1.1.1.0.41.04
/AMIN NIMINN141=10411=M4)4.0.1).M.4
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Double Quality
Stamps
On Wednesday
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